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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Study objectives and delimitation 
 
According to the international consultancy Terms of Reference (TOR), the study on 
“Implications for the Agricultural Sector of Recent Developments in Private and Public 
Agricultural Marketing and Processing Activities in Syria” had to be articulated into the 
following points: 
 

1) Describe the present structure, conduct and performance of Syrian 
agribusiness, with special reference to the present roles of public and 
private agents in marketing and processing; 

2) Review relevant and recent policies pursued in Syria with regard to 
their impacts on the performance of agribusiness as well as on the 
incentive structure for private investments, with special reference to the 
impact of Law No. 10/1991 on agricultural marketing and processing 
activities; 

3) Identify the main effects on the agricultural sector resulting from the 
slow development of agribusiness, and identify sub-sectors for which 
marketing and processing development is more urgently needed; 

4) Examine the economics of agricultural marketing and processing, and 
assess the main constraints preventing entry of private agents and/or 
affecting their performance; 

5) Review consumption and production patterns in order to identify 
main products and specific commodity chain levels (assembling, sorting, 
processing, packaging, labeling, trading, etc.) for which demand and 
opportunities for developing agribusiness activities exist; 

6) Evaluate the impact of the prevailing foreign trade and exchange rate 
regulations on the performance and incentive to entry in agribusiness of 
local and foreign private agents; 

7) Identify and advance pragmatic policy and institutional 
recommendation for improving the efficiency as well as for promoting the 
development of the marketing and processing activities, highlighting the 
roles to be played by both private and public agents; and; and 

8) Prepare project profiles for the provision of technical assistance in key 
areas of marketing and processing to ensure effective follow-up and 
sustainable development of the agribusiness activities. 
 

After discussion with Emad Al Hawary (Project Chief Technical Advisor), Attiya Al 
Hindi (Project National Director) and Ciro Fiorillo (Project Agricultural Economist) 
during the first mission, and briefings with Saad Ahmed (FAORNE, Cairo), Zohair 
Abdalla (FAORNE, Cairo) and Edward Seidler (FAO AGSM, Rome), the international 
consultant decided to specify and delimitate some points of the study objectives, 
compared with the TOR, as follows: 
 

1) Point 1) of the TOR indicates an industrial organization analysis, 
applying the classical industrial organization paradigm (structure-
conduct-performance) which must be intended as a preliminary phase 
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before the marketing analysis. While information resulting from such 
an analysis are of importance for understanding marketing behaviors, 
a strict application of this paradigm seemed not suitable  for two 
main reasons: 

 
i.  its focus is mainly on the conditions, behaviors and results of horizontal 

competition, while probably the main problems here are connected to having a 
suitable business environment (what marketing specialists call «macro-
environment») and efficient vertical coordination; and 

ii.  if this approach is really applied (determination of concentration, minimum 
efficient scale, barriers to entry; differentiation and diversification policies; 
economic and financial performance, …), a large amount of data will be needed. 
Such data are not available, both at the firm level  (cost accountings, balance 
sheets, quantification of strategic objectives and their realization, …) and market 
level (starting from the market size: no data are available for the total turnover of 
a specific industry). 
However, some elements of the market structure and firms competitive behavior                             
have been collected  – through existing records (mainly for public companies) or 
interviews – and analyzed. 

 
2) The Syrian agribusiness system can be broadly divided in two main 

components, which one could define, using a terminology certainly 
improper, «strategic subsystem» and «non-strategic subsystem» . The 
first one includes those supply chains  (mainly cereals, tobacco, 
cotton, sugar, some dry legumes) for which the following 
characteristics, or some of them, can be found:  
 
� there is a legal or de facto monopoly in distribution (and eventually 

processing), or in any case the market share of state corporations is 
very high; 

� prices at the different stages of the supply chain  are determined ex 
ante; and 

� farmers production decisions are mainly exogenous (dictated by the 
agricultural planning system). 

 
The second one includes all the remaining supply chains, where there is an 
important component of private business in purchasing, processing and trading 
products. 
Problems affecting the two sub-systems appear to be very different. For non-
strategic products markets, the main questions are: 

 
� are there suitable pre-marketing conditions for the development of 

an efficient supply chain (administrative environment, price 
control, credit system, market transparency, foreign currency 
access, licensing system …)?; and 

� how do vertical co-ordination mechanisms work and how can they 
be improved (contracts, co-operatives and farmers associations, 
management of wholesale markets, incentives for innovation …)? 
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These are probably not the central points for strategic products, where the key 
questions mainly concern institutional order and welfare distribution, that is: 

 
� what are the degrees of freedom of farmers in taking 

production/marketing decisions and what are the consequences on 
their welfare?; 

� how is the decision power allocated and what are the consequences 
on the system efficiency?; and 

� how are consumers/taxpayers affected (subsidized/penalized) by the 
present institutional order? 

 
For these reasons, considering the very wide area of analysis, it has been decided 
to focus on «non-strategic products». 
 

3) Even so, some points of the TOR call for extensive information 
collection, analysis and policy recommendations which are probably 
out of the scope of the study, in terms of available time and human 
resources (e.g. point 5). Thus, it has been decided to have two 
analysis levels, one general for «non-strategic» (and to some extent 
also for «strategic») products concerning market environment 
conditions, structural elements and, to some extent, marketing actors 
identification; and one specific to some supply chains with finer 
actors identification and punctual analysis of marketing flows and 
driving forces. For this finer level analysis, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, processed fruits and vegetables and dairy products have 
been chosen. 

 
 

1.2. Task force composition 
 

The task force which supported the international consultant in the present study 
          was  composed of: 
 

1) Two national consultants, namely: 
i.  Mohammed Zein El Din, Director, Directorate for the Economic Sector, 

Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform (MAAR); and 
ii. Barakat Chaheen, Director, Directorate for the Private Industrial and 

Handicrafts Sector, Ministry of  Industry. 
 
2)  Five project trainees, namely: 

 
i. Waffika Hussni, Head of the Planning Division, Agricultural Planning 

Directorate for Rural Damascus;  
ii. Muna Hallak, Accountant, Project for Technical Improvement of Fruit Trees;  
iii. Fayez Mansour, Charged to the follow-up of technical research, Directorate for 

Soil, MAAR;   
iv. Usama El Sa’di, Deputy Director, Directorate for Economic Sector, MAAR; 
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and 
v. Mohannad Melhem,  Researcher,  Directorate for Agricultural and Scientific 

Research, Horticulture Department, MAAR. 
 
 

 
1.3.   Sources of information 

 
The main sources of information used for the present study have been: 

 
1) Official statistical publications from the MAAR and the Central 

Statistical Department; 
2) Non-governmental statistical publications, both national (Federation of 

Farmers Unions) and international (FAO, International Monetary Fund, 
World Bank); 

3) Non-published statistical information available at the Central Statistical 
Department Investment Office; Council of Ministers; Directorate for the 
Private Industrial and Handicrafts Sector, Ministry of Industry; Directorate 
for Price Affairs, Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade (MSIT).  

4) Structured interviews (questionnaires) with all the state agricultural 
companies and the «joint-sector» (public-private joint ventures) affiliated to 
the MAAR, all the state food companies affiliated to the General 
Organization for Food Industries, Ministry of Industry, and some relevant 
state companies affiliated to the Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade and 
to the MSIT (see detailed list in annex III); 

5) Non-structured interviews (see in annex II the detailed list of interviewed 
persons) with: 

� Directorate for the Economic Sector, Directorate for Agricultural 
Economics, Directorate for Statistics and Planning and Directorate for 
Agricultural Affairs (MAAR); Directorate for the Private Industrial and 
Handicrafts Sector (Ministry of Industry); Directorate for Price Affairs and 
Directorate for Marketing and International Trade (MSIT); Investment Office 
(Council of Ministers); 

� Counselor for Economic Affairs, Italian Embassy; 
� Arab Federation for Food Industries 
� General Organization for Food Industries; 
� Federation of the Syrian Chambers of Agriculture and Chamber of 

Agriculture of Al Suwaydah; 
� Federation of Farmers Unions; 
� Agricultural Co-operative Bank (ACB); 
� Workers Union (Market Commission), Damascus Souq El Hal; 
� Department of Food Science, University of Damascus, and Department of 

Agricultural Economics, University of Aleppo; 
� Syrian European Business Center; 
� Five agricultural and food state companies, one joint sector company, and 

three private food companies; and  
� Two cheese traders, one fruits and vegetables trader, one fruits and 

vegetables cold storage unit owner, and some milk and  fruits  producers. 
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6) A seminar on «Public investments in Syrian Agriculture», co-ordinated 

by Dr Hassan El Ahmed, Deputy Minister of Agriculture. 
  

 Other bibliographic references are listed in annex I. Where a source is 
not specifically mentioned, figures and statements in the report are based on 
information collected through structured or non-structured interviews 

2. MARKETING ENVIRONMENT 
 

This chapter is dedicated to:  
i. some general elements  about the macro-environment, that is the economic, 

social and cultural forces which can influence the behavior of marketing agents 
and the efficiency and effectiveness of their actions; and 

ii. an analysis, in more detailed terms, of the micro-environment, that is the set of 
policy and regulatory mechanisms directly interacting with the marketing 
chain. 
 
 

2.1. Demography and consumption patterns 
 

Systematic consumption surveys are not carried out in Syria; the only available 
information concerning food consumption, except indirect and approximate indications 
coming from supply balance sheets, can be derived from surveys on consumption 
expenses that the Central Statistical Office realizes irregularly for the purpose of 
calculating retail prices indexes. The last survey has been conducted in 1994, but the 
results are still not publicly available. So, the only available data are that of the survey 
of 1985/86 and its comparison with that of 1971/72 (Table 1). With the limitation of 
being outdated, these figures, however, indicate the following:- 

i. During the 14 years interval, the share of food consumption on total 
private expenditure remained constant, slightly above 50%. It must be 
noted that, according to the figures of the International Monetary Fund, for 
this period, GDP per capita in Syria was decreasing on the average by 0.3% 
per year. The stability of food expenditure share can thus be interpreted as a 
lack of development of other categories of consumption. This missing 
development has to do with Syrian import limitations regime, especially for 
manufactured products, as well as with currency exchange limitations; 
 

ii. Within this stability, the most evident phenomenon is substitution of 
cereals based products, whose share strongly decreases, with more rich 
products, namely milk and dairy products and oils and fats. The extent of 
these variations would suggest that the Syrian population is not strictly 
linked to traditional, unmovable habits; a recent consumers survey suggests 
that Syrians are 20% innovators, 30% followers, 40% after-follower and 
only 10% “rocks”.  
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Table 1 . Per capita food expenditure, by food item and households habitat, in 1971/72 and 1985/86 
 

Commodity 1971/72  1985/86  

  

  
Urban 

  
Rural 

  
Total 

  

% on 
food 
exp. 

% on 
total 
exp. 

Urban 
  

Rural 
  

Total 
  

% on 
food 
exp. 

% on 
total 
exp. 

1-Cereals and by- products      73.5 80.12 77.66 20.6 10.6 208.5 227.0 216.1 5.3 2.7

2-Legumes(dry)        5.1 5.91 5.45 1.4 0.7 111.9 146.3 126.1 3.1 1.6

3-Meat, fish and eggs 89.38 44.48 67.49 17.9 9.2 853.3 665.0 775.4 18.9 9.7

4-Dairy products 47.44 35.01 41.91 11.1 5.7 694.5 572.7 644.1 15.7 8.1

5-Oils and fats 34.21 31.59 33.14 8.8 4.5 615.6 726.3 661.4 16.1 8.3

6-Vegetables 49.61 38.97 44.22 11.7 6.0 543.5 493.1 522.7 12.7 6.6

7-Fruits and nuts 40.91 24.58 33.21 8.8 4.5 377.8 270.5 333.4 8.1 4.2

8-Sugar and sweets 33.87 36.47 35.36 9.4 4.8 256.8 255.1 256.1 6.2 3.2

9-Other food products 20.53 12.34 16.88 4.5 2.3 236.5 198.6 220.8 5.4 2.8

10-Drinks and soft drinks 18.88 25.04 22.28 5.9 3.0 205.0 209.5 206.9 5.0 2.6

11- Tobacco and others n. a. n. a. n. a. n. a. n. a.  153.6 145.2 150.1 3.5 1.9

TOTAL 413.43 334.51 377.60 100.0 51.6 4257.0 3909.3 4113.1 100.0 51.6
 

Note: n. a. = not available data 
Source: Task Force, from Central Statistical Office 
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The indication for growing consumption of dairy products is also confirmed by the 
analysis of supply balance sheets, through the trend in “apparent consumption” 
(production + import – export), which is positive for almost all the products analyzed in 
this category (liquid milk, milk powder, cheese, butter, ghee, laban, labne) except for 
laban, which is the most “basic food” in the group (see annexed files on “Analysis of 
supply balance sheets for fresh and processed fruits and vegetables and for dairy 
products”).  
Other indirect considerations about consumption structure can be derived from the 
analysis of demographic evolution (see annexed files on “Analysis of demographic and 
consumption patterns”): as follows:- 
 

� from 1981 to 1998, the Syrian population has been growing at 
the high rate of 14%, and the percentage of people below 15 
years, although somehow decreased in the same period (from 
49% to 45%) remained very high;  

� evaluation of the population structure by habitat is available 
only for census years; from 1981 to 1994, the share of urban 
population increased, but rather slowly (from 48% to 51%); 

� apparently there isn’t a strong concentration in major cities: 
residents in urban Damascus were 10.1% of the total population 
in 1994, and probably half of the population resident in Aleppo 
governorate (Mohafaza) (22% of the total) lives in urban 
Aleppo (but these figures must be cautiously considered, as 
there is normally a difference between people registered in town 
and really living there);  

� the share of population over 10 years having at least an 
intermediate education increased from 14.9% in 1981 to 23.5% 
in 1994; and 

� official rate of unemployment (% of unemployed over total 
labor force) in 1991 was 8% in urban areas and 6% in rural 
areas, while in 1994 the rate was 4% in both. 

 
Main findings: Demographic data indicate a rapidly growing, predominantly young 
population where the level of education is increasing. The population is characterized 
by limited urbanization (which, produces some increase of unemployment in urban 
areas) and by remarkable distribution of people in the country. The absence of strong 
urbanization does not seem to prevent some evolution in consumption pattern (although 
direct consumption figures availability is very poor), with a constant food share on 
private expenditure but significant evolution of its composition towards “non-basic 
foods”. 

 
 
2.2. Technological developments in agriculture 

 
Without going into the details, some considerations of the recent technological 
developments in agriculture, as a basis for the development of an efficient agribusiness 
system, are useful. 
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Starting in 1977, the Syrian government launched an important operation aimed at 
increasing agricultural production and productivity, through a series of development plans, 
in order to reduce imports, enhance exports and improve income conditions in rural areas. 
 Quantitative results of this effort are visible. For instance, from 1970 to 1988 cotton 
production has been multiplied by three; in the same period, the area under citrus 
increased by 280% and the production by 1,100%; for apples, the increase has been 
190% and the yield per hectare was doubled, while there was a decrease in  trees density 
per hectare.  

 
This has been possible due to a series of support measures, including introduction of 
high yielding varieties, special credit lines for development projects, integrated pest 
management, and extension services. In animal production, these measures included 
sanitation programs, veterinary services, introduction of high productivity cow breeds 
(Friesian) and/or crosses with local breeds, improvement of the local breeds of sheep 
(Awasi), and artificial insemination. 

 
An important contribution comes from agricultural research which, according to the 
Directorate of Agricultural Research at the MAAR, accounts for 70% of the total 
scientific research in Syria. The research has been orientated not only to increase 
productivity, but also to improve post-harvest operations, such as fruits storage. The 
centers of this Directorate also perform applied services like standards control and 
analysis of pesticides residues in fruits. Nevertheless, it must be noted that there is no 
integration between agricultural research structures and the network of agricultural 
extension. 

 
It seems that this development has emphasized quantitative results, while quality 
improvement received insufficient attention. Observations both on domestic market and 
export markets suggest, in fact, that still quality product remains a problem, both in 
production phases and in post-harvest. For the first aspect, e.g. for fruits, there is low 
homogeneity and discontinuous compliance with international standards, while for post-
harvest operations there is the absence of mechanical sorting (although some public and 
private modern sorting and packing centers exist, the majority of them are not active), 
which among other things provokes damages and losses estimated at 10-15%, and  poor 
quality of packaging materials. 

 
Main findings:  Technological  development of Syrian agriculture has been used, 
during the last 20 years, in order to increase production and productivity, reduce 
production costs and import burden, and raise farmers incomes. Insufficient 
attention has been paid to quality improvement, both in production and post-
harvest, except for the adoption of integrated pest control, which reduces 
production costs but raises quality. However, it is probable that Syrian agriculture 
could better exploit – both  from a technical and marketing points of view – 
favorable natural conditions for low environmental impact production. 
 
 
2.3. Foreign trade and international arrangements 

Syrian agriculture has a weak orientation to export, except for cotton. The only other 
important agricultural products for which the exported quantities represented at least 
10% of the production (average of 1995-97 years) are lentil, dry broad beans, apricots 
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(mostly dried, although import-export statistics do not indicate separately fresh and 
processed product) and barley. The last one represents the only new trade flows. Due to 
the important production development in the ‘90s, from 1993 an export flow started 
which constantly represented, from 1995 to 1997, about 30% of the total production. 
 
Moreover, export markets diversification is very low; the cumulative share of the main 
four markets, calculated for fruits, vegetables and dairy products, is always higher than 
80% except for dried fruits (61%), lentil (66%) ), and canned fruits other than fruit jam 
(52%). These are also the only products where, among the first four markets, some 
countries appear different from Arab countries: Russia for dried fruits, Turkey and India 
for lentil, USA and Australia for other canned fruits. Syrian agricultural production is 
almost absent from the EU market; the only food product whose market share exceeds 
1%(average for 1996-98), is lentil (see annexed files on “Analysis of foreign trade flows 
for fresh and processed fruits and vegetables and for dairy products”). 
 
The weak propensity to international trade also emerges from the very low presence of 
bilateral flows. Normalized trade balance values, also calculated for fruits, vegetables 
and dairy products, are all either very close to +1 (pure exporter) or to –1 (pure 
importer), with the only exceptions of almonds, where a significant quantity is imported  
from the USA, and to a lesser extent of cheese, butter and ghee, all imported mostly 
from the EU and New Zealand. For all these products, Arab countries are the main 
export destination. Moreover, when bilateral flows exist, the average Syrian export price 
is constantly lower than the average import price. 
 
In fact, despite the emphasis on production increase as a tool to enhance export, very 
little has been done in order to develop export flows or to assist operators willing to 
confront foreign markets. State companies, generally, have a small presence on foreign 
markets, because they are obliged to sell cash or with letter of credit, and when they 
export, it is always through spot contracts. Neither for state or private exporters services 
are offered, such as market documentation, potential partners contact, bureaucratic 
assistance, export risk insurance, collective promotion, nor exporters receive some 
incentive. On the contrary, all exports are levied by 10%. 
 
On the import side, restrictions are very strict in order to protect domestic industries. 
Not only the average level of import tariffs, at 35%, is the highest in all southern 
Mediterranean countries, but many products are banned from import. The list of banned 
products is long and often variable; at present it includes the products summarized in 
Table 2. 
 
Clearly, such import restrictions prevent  Syria from joining the WTO; what is probably 
most important is that through their protection umbrella they avoid market competition 
and eliminate stimuli for domestic food (and not only food) industry to improve its 
competitiveness. In 1988, a free trade agreement has been signed with Lebanon; despite 
some fears that it could be used as a door also for imported products of non-Lebanese 
origin (which would be against the clauses of the agreement). Probably, this agreement 
can reduce the presence of smuggled food specialties in the Syrian market and stimulate 
domestic producers. There is the perspective, in some years, to establish a regional free 
trade area.  
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Main findings: Syria has low propensity for food export,  and seldom foreign trade 
flows go farther than neighboring countries. Even where state or private companies try 
to open foreign markets, this is not sustained by public export support services or by 
subsidies; on the contrary, export sales are levied. Import ban protects domestic 
industries, but it is also one of the main reasons for the weak competitiveness and lack 
of stimulus to quality for many Syrian producers. On this point, favorable effects could 
come from the new Syrian-Lebanese free trade area and the possibility to enlarge it to a 
regional agreement. 

 
Table 2. List of main import banned agricultural and food products 

(synthesis from the general list) 
 

Group Products 
Cereals and cereals derivatives Corn, oats, barley, rice, wheat, buckwheat, wheat flour, 

cereals starch, bread, products of bakery, pasta, grain 
straw and glumes  

Fresh fruits and vegetables  Fruits with peels, Edible vegetables and plants 
Processed fruits and vegetables Tomato paste, other canned tomato, canned 

mushrooms, canned asparagus, canned pineapple, dried 
legumes, fruit juices, raisins and dry grapes 

Nuts Unshelled pistachio, almonds (with exceptions), 
unshelled walnuts 

Meat and meat preparations Live and slaughtered game, poultry, slaughtered 
poultry and poultry livers, canned beef, sausages 

Dairy products Yogurts, fresh cream 
Oils and fats Therebint oil, castor oil, linen seed oil, peanuts oil, 

sesame oil, cottonseed oil, all animal fats (with 
exceptions) 

Sugar and sweets Sugar, molasses, other sugary products, chocolate and 
preparations 

Spices Compound spice sauces 
Drinks Ethyl alcohol, wine (with exceptions), beer, mineral 

water and soft drinks 
Seeds Vegetable marrow seeds, musk melon seeds, hemp 

seeds, cotton seeds, potatoes for seeding 
Forages Forages, forage beets 
Fibers and textiles Cotton, silk and textiles 
Tobacco All kinds of tobacco 
Miscellaneous Wine tartar dreg, vinegar, various food preparations, 

yeast, children food preparations (non locally 
manufactured products are exempted), honey 

 
Source: Elaboration from the Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade information 
 
2.4. Exchange rates and currency convertibility 
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A detailed analysis of exchange rates policy and of the question of currency access is 
not possible here, being far away from the subject of this report. However, due to the 
crucial importance of this aspect as an element of the so-called “marketing macro-
environment”, some points have to be mentioned. 
 
Syria has a system of different, government controlled exchange  rates, according to the 
kind of operation; their number has been gradually reduced over the years but still in 
1999, besides the “official” rate of 11.25 pounds per US$ (which is an indicative rate, 
without convertibility), there was a commercial rate (defined as “neighboring countries 
rate”) of 46 pounds per US$, applied to non- residents, and a “promotion” rate of 22 
pounds per US$. Moreover, different exchange rates apply for converting prices of 
imported goods into national currency (this rate, called “customs” rate, is always 
situated between the “official and “commercial” rates, and can vary for different 
products categories) and for converting foreign currency, received from exporting 
goods, into national currency (the so-called “export” rate, freely determined on the 
export proceeds market and normally above the “neighboring countries” rate).  In 1999, 
the commercial rate was about 8% lower than the current exchange rate applied, for 
instance in Beirut.  
 
However, the complication of the exchange rates system, its lack of correspondence 
with the market situation and the systematic overvaluation of the pound are not the only 
constraints to a real currency convertibility, which is achieved only when “residents and 
non-residents are allowed to convert the currency, at the prevailing exchange rate, into 
foreign currencies, and to use the latter freely for international transactions”. Syria is by 
far the most restricting country in southern Mediterranean area for currency 
convertibility. Foreign investments in the domestic securities is not allowed, as well as 
issuance of securities by non-residents in the domestic market. Residents have 
restrictions in lending abroad, and although they can hold accounts in foreign currency 
(since1996), their accounts are subject to more restrictions than non-residents, and they 
cannot fully convert accounts in pounds (neither current nor capital accounts) into 
foreign exchange. 
 
Naturally, the question of foreign exchange arrangements is connected to the 
liberalization of the financial sector and the monetary policy. Comparing Syria with the 
other southern Mediterranean countries, the country is in the last position for banks 
capitalization and experiences a modest growth in domestic liquidity. But the most 
important indicator is that Syria received the smallest volume of inflow of net private 
capital in percentage of GDP. 

 
Main findings: Syrian exchange rates system is complex, artificial and does not reflect 
real market conditions. Moreover, both residents and non-residents face considerable 
constraints in converting domestic and foreign currencies and performing trade, 
investment or financial operations. This is probably one of the main reasons why Syria 
ranks in the last positions, in the region, for the capability to attract private foreign 
investments. 

 
2.5. Government agricultural planning 
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In present Syrian agricultural system, central planning process has two main 
instruments: production plan and investment plan; both are under the Supreme Planning 
Council, an inter-ministerial committee attached to the Prime Minister, where ministries 
of Agriculture, Industry, Finance, Economy and Planning are represented, as well as the 
Federation of Farmers Unions.  
 
The investment plan only concerns the public sector; for agriculture, its preparation and  
implementation is the responsibility of an Investment Committee, headed by the 
Director of the Economic Sector at the MAAR with the participation of some directors 
of state agricultural companies, while in the food industry it is mainly charged to the 
General Organization for Food Industries. 
 
Both the preparation and the implementation of the production plan are much more 
complicated, as the plan concerns not only the public sector but also individual farmers, 
both independent and co-op members, and as it is partly compulsory and partly 
indicative. A draft plan is prepared by a committee attached to the Directorate of 
Statistics and Planning at the MAAR, which indicates the objectives and priorities and 
checks the respects of agricultural rotations and resources availability. The draft plan is 
then transmitted to the agricultural affairs councils, local bodies at the governorates 
(Mohafazat) and district levels headed by the  major or the president and participated by 
farmers unions, down to the co-ops at the village level. Non-co-op member farmers are 
involved in the planning process through extension units, operating at the level of the 
village or a group of villages. After discussion and proposal of amendments at the 
different levels, there is a backward process up to the Ministry for revision, and finally 
to the Supreme, Planning Council. 
 
While, up to 1987,  the plan covered the whole agriculture, presently its obligations only 
concern “strategic products” like wheat, barley, tobacco, sugar, cotton, chick pea and 
lentil (but all products of state farms), while for other products, farmers only receive 
indications or, for “minor crops”, their decisions are completely free. Its main practical 
implication is the determination of input and cash credit needs, which is the basis for 
issuing licensees to farmers. 
 
The Directorate of Agricultural Affairs, also at the MAAR, has the main responsibility 
for plan implementation monitoring; it checks if the invested area is correct and if 
production estimates are to be amended and if specific measures have to be taken. For 
example, in 1999, due to rainfall, many farmers delayed sowing wheat; so they had 
problems with drought from the month of March; the estimated production fell to 2.7 
million tons instead of the originally planned 4.6. In May, there was a warm weather, 
further reducing production. The Directorate of Agricultural Affairs gave a signal to the 
government, which stopped export. 

 
 Main findings: The agricultural planning system has been amended, and its rules 
are less strict than in the past. Nevertheless, being the basis for input and credit 
allotment, and given the limitations both on the input market and credit system (see 
par. 3.3), it crucially influences farmers decisions. An important role in this process 
is given to the agricultural co-operatives system (see para. 3.2), which assumes 
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some parastatal functions. 
 

 
2.6.   Prices regulatory system 

 
Up to the mid-‘80s, many agricultural products were priced at the farm level by the 
Supreme Agricultural Council, an inter-ministerial committee chaired by the Prime 
Minister, which has the last responsibility for agricultural markets regulation. In fact, 
most of them were traded by state monopoly, so the Supreme Agricultural Council 
simply indicated buying prices of public establishments.  
 
At present, only cotton, tobacco and sugar markets are organized in this way; 
procurement, trade and processing are still under public monopoly regime and the price, 
even at the farm level, is set ex ante. For other strategic products, like wheat and barley, 
the Council sets indicative prices, which are the prices paid by the state (in this case, the 
General Establishment for Cereals Trade and Processing). As this Establishment is still 
the most important buyer, and it is obliged to buy unlimited quantities at the fixed price, 
market price is strongly influenced by the indicative price. Some traders pay a lower 
price which farmers can accept only  because payment conditions are better and traders 
often anticipate loans to them. 
 
Few other official prices are set at the farm level;  this happens for apples and grapes, 
and the indicative price is the price paid by the General Organization for Fruits and 
Vegetables (see para. 3.7), but as this Organization has a low market share, its price has 
a limited influence on the market. The indicative prices for apples and market prices in 
the Suwaydah governorate in 1999, for example, show that state buyer is competitive 
only for lower quality products (Table 3). 

 
Table 3. Indicative prices for apples and average markets prices in the 

Suwaydah governorate in 1999 (Syr£ per kg) 
 

 Extra class 1st class 2nd class 3rd class 
Indicative price 21 18 14 8 
Average market price 22-30 17-20 12-15 5-6 

 
 
For animal products, only cow milk has an indicative price, which is the price paid by 
state dairies; (it is a flat price), while prices paid by private processors reflect production 
seasonality. 
 
At the wholesale and retail levels, price control  pertains to the Price Directorate of the 
Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade (MSIT), except for selling prices of state 
companies, which are fixed by the company or the relevant authority (see paras. 3.4, 3.5 
and 3.7) adding costs to the farm price. In the case of wheat flour, selling price is lower 
than cost: this is one of the few examples of explicit consumers subsidy. The cost for 
the state establishment (including purchasing price of wheat, storage and milling costs, 
interests etc.) is equal to 20 Syr£ per kg, while the selling price to bakeries is 7 Syr£ per 
kg. At the retail price, “the popular” bread (from supported flour) costs one third less 
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than the “special” (free market) bread. Total consumption for supported bread is around 
1.4 million tons, while for the free market one is 300 thousand tons. 
 
The MSIT monitors wholesale prices three times a week and retail prices once a week. 
On the basis of observed price, it determines a price which is supposed to represent the 
equilibrium between demand and supply, and this is published as maximum allowed 
price. The Ministry checks that this price is respected, both at wholesale and semi-
wholesale levels (like in Souq el Hal, see para. 3.8) and in shops; any consumer can 
denounce abnormal prices in a shop. 
 
In practice, price control is more or less strict according to the products; for meat, each 
week a price bulletin is issued by the Ministry and slaughterhouses and shops must 
expose it to the public; for cheese the price control is less strict. For example. Accawi 
official price in October 1999 was 50 Syr£, (stable for 4 years), while at that moment 
the current price was 70 Syr£. It is mainly a “trigger price”: if a consumer complains 
that he paid a price of 70 Syr£, functionaries from the Ministry will visit the retailer and 
check invoices (concerning cheese purchase, transportation and other expenses) in order 
to determine if the price applied was correct. 
 
All pre-packed products must have the price written on the label; even promotions must 
be agreed with the MSIT, and a poster in the shop must announce the promotion and its 
length. Generally, it is possible for processors to reach a satisfactory agreement with the 
Ministry about price level of a branded product (but the limitation remains on pricing 
flexibility); it can, however, happen that introduction of new products be discouraged by 
this kind of constraint. In an informal interview, an olive oil producer explained his 
choice to sell a new line of high standard oil only for export, without offering it on the 
domestic market, by the impossibility to agree on a correct price considering cost 
differential (added to the difficulty to convince consumers about quality difference).   

 
 

Main findings: Agricultural and food prices in Syria are subject to constraints more or 
less severe. At the farm level, only “strategic” products, for which there is a state 
monopoly or in any case a predominant market share of public trade, are priced by the 
Government; buying price of state establishments is also fixed, even for non- strategic 
products. At the wholesale and retail levels, the MSIT sets “equilibrium prices” which 
must be applied by traders and retailers more or less strictly according to the product, 
but in any case lower their pricing flexibility. Also prices for brand products must be 
agreed with the same Ministry, which can be an obstacle for products innovation and 
reduce market opportunities for differentiated products. 

 
 

2.7. Policy for investments 
 

Public investments in Syrian agriculture are mostly orientated to create infrastructures, 
offer production support services, realize irrigation systems, implement land 
reclamation and forest management, etc., while they have a minor impact on market 
organization. There are naturally some exceptions, especially in recent years; for 
instance the “Badia project” which will be launched this year by the MAAR. This large 
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project, co-funded by IFAD, Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development and 
beneficiary communities, besides Syrian government, will have a capital of 
approximately 105 thousand Syr£ and will cover an area where 16,800 families live. Its 
aims are environment rehabilitation and increase of pastoral production capability, but 
also the creation of a network of milk collection and,  processing units and marketing 
agencies. 
 
However, within the frame of gradual economic liberalization, probably the highest 
potentiality for impact on the agribusiness system comes from measures favoring 
private investments. This policy included, in recent years, several legislative acts, the 
most significant being the Decree No. 10/1986 and the Law No. 10/1991. 
 
The Decree No. 10/1986 is specific for agriculture, It promotes public-private joint 
ventures with up to 75% private capital and some control of the government of the 
company management and administration; a minority of the board members is 
nominated by the MAAR. Incentives and conditions are favorable, but the creation of 
large units can hardly have a substantial impact on the agricultural sector. Up to the 
present, only five joint ventures have been created (see annexed files on “Analysis on 
state agricultural and food companies”). They display a more dynamic management 
than state companies, but remain as heterogeneous objects in the structure of the 
agricultural sector. 

 
Law No. 10/1991 is instead more general, covering agricultural as well as 

industrial and transportation sectors, and it can be eventually extended to projects 
outside these three sectors. It provides the following advantages, for five years, to 
selected projects: 

- exemption from real estate tax; 
- exemption from import duties for machinery, equipment and other imported 

inputs; 
- suspension of import ban on required inputs; and 
- authorization to open accounts in foreign currency at the Commercial Bank 

and access to credit at the relevant (agricultural, industrial commercial) bank. 
-  

The length of exemptions can be up to seven years if the project is realized through a 
joint venture and/or if more than 50% of the product deriving from the investment is 
exported. 
 
The investor will open a foreign currency account at the Commercial Bank of Syria, 
where the capital required, loans from abroad and 75% of the revenue must be 
deposited. After five years, if the project has started commercial production, the 
investor can repatriate his capital. In any case, there is the possibility, if the investment 
does not work for reasons independent from the project, to repatriate the capital even 
immediately, provided there is a foreign currency balance in the account at the 
Commercial Bank. If foreign employees are hired, they can transfer abroad, in foreign 
currency, 50% of their wages and 100% of their end of job payment. 
 
Compared with corresponding laws in other countries in the area, Law No. 10/1991 
seems relatively liberal; there are no limitations on the geographic area (like for instance 
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in Jordan) or obligation to have local partners (as it is the case in Saudi Arabia) or 
specific constraints concerning local raw material and workers utilization, products 
export etc. The only constraint is that the value of the project’s fixed assets must not be 
less than ten million Syr£ or the equivalent in foreign currency calculated at the 
“neighboring countries” exchange rate. 
 
The criteria for project approval are (i) to increase the added value,(ii) to employ as 
much as possible local resources and workers,(iii) to participate in export enhancement 
or in import substitution, (iv) to be in line with the national development policy, and (v) 
to be technologically advanced. The rate of acceptance is about 70%. Among the 
reasons for not accepting a project are that it is simply commercial (not productive ,i.e. a 
pure marketing projects would not be accepted), does not employ so many local 
resources but is intended only to avoid import restraints, and not innovative in 
comparison with what still exist in Syria. About 65% of the approved projects are still 
in operation. 
 
From 1991 to 1999, 1570 projects have been approved, under the provisions of Law No. 
10/1991, of which only 3% are in agriculture, 46% in the industrial sector and 51% in 
transportation (Table 4). This law is probably not conceived for agriculture, where other 
laws – e.g. Decree 10/1986 – can offer even more favorable conditions. In any case, no 
projects are financed in the strategic sectors.  
 
About 300 project have foreign capital, from 37 different nationalities (including 10 
Arab countries), in partnership with local (public or private) investors; 20-25  have only 
foreign capital. Total investment per year is equal to 38 billion Syr£, corresponding to 
22% of annual gross domestic investment. The average value of investments for the 
industrial sector is 406 million Syr£; at the present commercial exchange rate, this 
corresponds to about 8.8 million US$ (or about 8.3 million, considering the market 
exchange rate prevailing in Beirut).  
 
More than one third of the industrial projects, and one sixth of the total, are in the food 
industry; their size is above the general average but about one third below the average 
of the industrial sector. Imported equipment in food industry projects correspond to over 
40% of the total investment.  
 
Fifty four projects belong to the public limited companies; they absorb 34% of the total 
investment and have an average investment of 2.15 billion Syr£ (47 million US$) with 
an average number of workers lower than 200. 
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Table 4 . Scheduled investments under law 10/91 provisions, from 1991 to 1999, by sector 
 

Total investment 

Averag
e 

invest
ment 

Imported equipment 

Avera
ge 

import
ed 

equip
ment 

No. of workers

Sector 

No. 
of 

proje
cts 

.000 
Syr£ % .000 

Syr£ 
.000 
Syr£ % 

% on 
total 

invest
ment 

.000 
Syr£ Total Aver

age 

Agriculture 51 913417
7 2.7 179101 354963

3 1.8 38.9 69601 3266 64 

Industry 720 292357
632 85.1 406052 164667

888 82.2 56.3 228705 63283 88 

- of which: food 
industry 257 665931

80 19.4 259117 275155
72 13.7 41.3 107064 18471 72 

      (% on total 
industry) (35.7%) (22.8%

)   (16.7%
)    (29.2%)  

Transportation 793 410961
20 12.0 51824 316602

00 15.8 77.0 39925 30463 38 

Others 6 800787 0.2 133465 421432 0.2 52.6 70239 334 56 

Total 1570 343387
968 100.0 218718 200299

008 100.0 58.3 127579 97346 62 

 
Source:  Elaboration from Investment Office information, Council of Ministers 
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Main findings: While public investments in Syrian agriculture can have some beneficial 
effect on agribusiness coordination, probably the most effective tools for this 
development can be measures favoring private investment, e.g. Decree No. 10/1986 and 
especially Law No. 10/1991. The application of this law is a partial success:  investment 
flow is relevant, although it could be higher (the incidence of agriculture, industry and 
transportation on gross domestic investment is certainly much higher than 22%), 
project size is important and low number of workers implied, compared with the value 
of investment, suggests that they are technologically advanced. However, negative 
aspects are the low incidence of  foreign capital, while the law is explicitly intended for 
attracting investments from abroad, and the fact that during the application of the law 
incidence of gross domestic investments on GDP did not increase: the ratio is 0.23 in 
1998, against 0.182 in 1987 and 0.355 in 1977. In other words, it is possible that the 
projects accepted under this law, or at least the flow of investments connected with 
these projects, had occurred even without its provisions. 
 
3. MARKETING ACTORS 

 
In this chapter, the most important operators in the Syrian food chain are identified 
and elements concerning their structure and competitive behaviors are presented and 
discussed. 
 
 
3.1. Farm structure and its evolution 
 
According to the last General Census of 1994, the total number of agricultural 
holdings in Syria was more than 610 thousand units, with a substantial increase 
(+26.3%) compared to the previous census, in 1981 (see annexed files on “Analysis 
of farm structure”). This increase is mainly due to land reclamation and agrarian 
reform programs, and it had a major importance especially in some decentralized 
governorates, like Deir-ezzor (+42%), Dar’ah (+46%) and Quneitra (+93.4%). 
Meanwhile, the average size of farms remained almost the same at the level of 85 
donems  (8.5 hectares) per farm, but the cultivation has been generally intensified, 
as the percentage of non- cultivated land in agricultural holdings decreased from 
6.5% to 1.1%. 
 
This intensification is confirmed by more recent data; from 1987 to 1997, 
uncultivated land, in farms, decreased by 7.6% and irrigated land increased from 
12% to 21%, while fallow decreased from 28% to 13% (ref. Agricultural Statistical 
Abstract). 
 
Regarding size classes, 56% of the holdings are less then 20 donems and constitute 
11% of the total land, but more than 18% of the irrigated land; in this group, 
irrigated land represents 37% of the total. On the other hand, less than 2% of the 
holdings are larger than 500 donems, with 23% of the total land, but the percentage 
of irrigated land decreases to 15. 
 
Integration of farms into co-operatives does not seem related to farms 
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fragmentation; membership to co-ops, which on the average corresponds to 62% of 
farms, is higher for mean size farms and decreases both for larger (55% over 300 
donems) and smaller (57% under 10 donems) farms.  

 
Main findings: The structure of farms is highly fragmented, and recent development 
of agriculture, which led to an intensification of cultivation, was not accompanied 
by a process of concentration. It does not seem that small farms are marginal; on 
the contrary, available data suggest that they tend to produce in a more intensive 
way. Co-operatives do not represent a tool of aggregation for small farmers; in fact, 
as it will be seen (in para. 3.2), Syrian agricultural co-operatives seldom represent 
a tool for supply concentration. 
 
 
3.2. Agricultural co-operatives and agricultural chambers 
 
The term “agricultural co-operatives” when applied to Syrian agriculture can be 
partly misleading, as these structures are different both from the model known in 
western agriculture and in centrally planned economies. In fact, co-ops are semi-
public organizations of farmers, which have an essential role in the preparation and 
implementation of the national production plan (see para. 2.5). Although some co-
ops market part of the products of associated farmers, their main function is to 
provide members with the necessary inputs, through a system if in-kind credit, and 
cash credit, both calculated on the basis of individual assignments in the plan. Even 
their minimum legal size, equal to 30 member farmers, testifies to their nature of 
agricultural associations more than enterprises for marketing agricultural products. 
 
According to the Statistical Yearbook of the Federation of Farmers Unions, 5,223 
co-ops had 842,824 members in 1998, for a total area of more than 2.4 million 
hectares of cultivable land. These figures are somehow different from those of the 
General Census of 1994, where it appears that 345,090 holders, corresponding to 
1,196,449 parcels, were associated to co-ops, i.e. 62% of Syrian agricultural 
holdings and 68% of parcels. In the same year, the total cultivable land attributed to 
co-ops  was 2.7 million hectares, which corresponds to 59% of the total.  
 
They are vertically organized in  farmers unions, at the district and governorate 
levels, up to the Federation of Farmers Unions at the national level. Both at the 
governorate and district levels, farmers unions participate in the Agricultural Affairs 
Council, while the Federation of  Farmers Unions  co-operates with the Supreme 
Planning Council and the Supreme Agricultural Council.  
 
The structure is publicly supported in two ways: a) direct state funding, motivated 
by the fact that farmer unions participate in the planning process, and b) technicians 
paid by the state, operating into the unions. It is estimated that public support covers 
80-90% of the cost of this structure (the figure was obtained during in an interview 
at the Federation of Farmers Unions) 
Loans to member farmers are distributed through the co-op, which makes a request 
to the Agricultural bank for fertilizers, seeds, other inputs and cash money. Loans 
are distributed individually according to the size of the farm (for cash money) and 
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the kind of crops (for in-kind loans). 
 
Concerning marketing, some co-ops market the products of members as a whole, 
especially selling to state processing or trading companies, while they seldom 
operate in the free market. In the majority of cases, however, farmers sell 
individually, sometimes even to state companies (for instance the General 
Establishment for Ginning and Marketing Cotton buys part of the raw material from 
co-ops and part from individual farmers). For strategic products, farmers unions 
have a more important role in marketing, and they also have a voice in price fixing, 
in co-operation with the Ministries of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform and of 
Supply and Internal Trade. 
 
A project started of in 1998 to build 24 new co-ops only for marketing agricultural 
products: one for crops and one for animal products, in each governorate (except 
urban Damascus). In fact, up to now only few of these new co-operatives are active 
on the market: one of them aggregates a group of 45 producers selling apples 
together in the  Suwaydah governorate. A limited number of farmers (up to now) 
joined this new co-operative because co-ops are considered public sector 
organizations, and farmers are mistrustful. The co-op pays farmers 25% in advance 
and the remaining part when the product is sold, while middlemen pay cash. Other 
marketing co-ops are starting their activity in Tartous and Lattakia, mainly for 
oranges. 
 
Agricultural chambers are, to some extent, an alternative to co-operatives, as they 
represent individual farmers who are not associated to co-ops; there is the possibility 
for a farmer to be member of both kinds of organizations, but this is really an 
exception. The first agricultural chamber was founded in Damascus in 1882; it was 
called Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture. In 1930, it has been split into two 
separate chambers, of commerce and of agriculture. Now, there are 14 agricultural 
chambers, one per each governorate plus one for urban Damascus. The Syrian 
Federation of Agricultural Chambers has been founded in 1990. The number of the 
present participants in chambers is about 300,000 farmers. Funding is done through 
membership fees (300 Syr£ per year) and direct services to farms for which specific 
payments are charged (milling olives, oranges certifications, etc). 
 
In order to differentiate their task from those of other organizations acting in the 
same domain, agricultural chambers are seeking to concentrate their action in 
economic and marketing fields. Among projects at the level of each chamber are 
olive mills, storehouses, refrigerating units, etc. Each year, there is a prize for the 
best project. In the case of olive mills, the chamber gives loans to farmers without 
interest, provided they bring their olives to its mill. Other services of the agricultural 
chambers are (i) to organize the participation of farmers in international exhibitions 
(especially in France, Germany and Italy);(ii) to organize each year in  Syria an 
agricultural exhibition, in different locations of the country; and (iii) to sponsor 
scientific seminars, with international consultants, and scientific research programs 
and to offer scholarships in Syrian universities. 
 
One important project in which the Syrian Federation of Agricultural Chambers is 
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involved concerns the creation of an agency for exporting and marketing abroad (see 
case box). 

 
 

Export fruits and vegetables company (project) 
 

The project for a company specialized in export marketing of fruits and vegetables has been prepared 
by the Syrian European Business Center (SEBC) for the Federation of Chambers of Commerce. 
SEBC is a structure, funded by the European Union, with the objective of improving Syrian business 
environment. Its activities are business consulting, organization of export promotion, realization of 
feasibility studies, organization of company to company business and organization of Syrian 
companies participation in expositions abroad. 
According to the project document, the company will have a starting capital of 400 million Syr£, of 
which 100 are from the Federation; it will reach full potentiality with an investment of 900 million 
Syr£. This includes reception and expedition facilities, sorting and packaging lines, cold storage 
units, box making line, refrigerated and non- refrigerated trucks, water station and power station. If 
the company becomes successful, according to the financial plan, this investment will be recuperated 
in seven years; at that moment, the Federation could sell its shares. 
The products will be initially fresh products: citrus, apples, potatoes, tomatoes, olives, plus olive oil. 
Export capacity will be equal to 300 tons per day, of which 195 vegetables and 105 fruits, with 135 
workers. 
Probably, in the future, the company will develop some processing lines. At the beginning, only the 
export market is contemplated, while later it is planned to enter also the domestic market. The long 
term objective is the commercialization of 15-20% of the national fruits and vegetables production 
(30% for export, 50% for domestic market and 20% for processing), with a specific brand policy, 
compliance with international standards, sorting and packaging. Contracts will be signed with 
farmers, bypassing Souq El Hal. 

 
 

Main findings: Agricultural co-operatives system in Syria is a geographically 
articulated apparatus, associating about 60% of the farmers. Its main function is to 
collaborate in the national production plan implementation (and also its 
preparation). Individual co-operatives – at the village level – have very limited 
autonomy. They have poor activity in marketing: only some of them sell part of the 
products of associates to state companies. There is a program for installing 
marketing co-operatives, which up to now has a very limited application. 
Agricultural chambers associate part of non-co-op member farmers (probably 
around 25% of the total number) and offer mainly support services both for farm 
management, technical improvement and products marketing. 
 
 
3.3. Agricultural bank and input suppliers 
 
Syrian financial system has been run under state monopoly since nationalization in 
the ‘60s. Apart from the Central Bank, there are five banks specified by the 
economic sector: Commercial Bank, Industrial Bank, Agricultural Co-operative 
Bank (ACB), Popular Credit Bank and Real Estate Bank. 
 
Due to the predominant weight of the state in many economic sectors, the banking 
system is specially designed to answer the needs of the public sector. Agriculture is 
an exception. This sector has never been nationalized – state farms represent about 
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5% of total agricultural land – and in this case, credit system is conceived in strict 
connection with farmer co-operatives system.  
 
As a consequence of the strict sectoral separation, the ACB finances only 
agriculture, not agro-industry. The total value of funding to Syrian agriculture is 
about 15 billion Syr£; 50% of credit is given to individual farmers, 43% to co-ops 
and 7% to state farms (the figures were collected through direct interview of the 
Bank management; according to a booklet issued by the Bank, in 1996, the shares 
were, respectively, 53%, 46% and 1%). The ACB has a statutory obligation to favor 
co-operatives with priority in credits; in fact the rate of interest for them (but also 
for state companies) is 1.5% lower than for individual farmers.  
 
Funding is given on the basis of a license issued by the MAAR, which takes into 
account the type of crops and the amount of land used: so only production in the 
plan will be financed. There are no other credit sources for farmers, except their own 
funds and commercial credit by middlemen; in this way, the credit system is the 
main regulatory valve for implementation of the plan. 
 
Loans can be given cash or in-kind; over the last 10-15 years, a regular increase can 
be observed in the percentage of  in-kind loans, now representing more than 55% of 
the total amount. Considering the time horizon, short term loans are strongly 
prevailing (83%) compared to medium term (15%) and especially long term (2%), 
which is coherent with the credit function as an instrument of annual plan 
implementation. 
For products sold to state agencies, which is the case mainly of strategic crops, the 
guarantee is on the products. The ACB receives the products, delivered by farmers, 
and sell them to marketing departments; when receiving the payment, it deducts the 
credit from the amount given back to the farmer. In other cases, the land or farmer 
capital can be used as a guarantee in case debt is not paid back, although often 
delays can be accorded. 
 
The ACB is the main, but not the only supplier of agricultural inputs. Animal 
foodstuffs import and distribution is mostly private (at 90%); domestic products are 
only soybean, exhausted sugar beet and cottonseed cake; imported products are 
either finished foodstuffs or proteins and minerals integrators. Seeds are partly 
imported and distributed by private traders, while part of them is produced or 
imported, and distributed, by the General Organization for Seed Multiplication 
(GOSM), affiliated to the MAAR, which has the monopoly for potato seeds; only 
cotton seeds are distributed by the General Establishment for Ginning and 
Marketing Cotton, affiliated to the Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade. Other 
agricultural inputs are either  domestically produced, like fuel and some fertilizers, 
or imported (fertilizers, pesticides) by the General Foreign Trade Organization for 
Chemicals and Foodstuffs (GEZA), also affiliated to the Ministry of Economy and 
Foreign Trade. Unlike the previous state companies, GEZA does not deal directly 
with farmers or their organization, but only through the ACB. 
 
In general, where there is possibility of choice,  co-ops tend to buy seeds from the 
state agency, while individual farmers often buy from private traders; anyway co-op 
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member farmers buy the majority of their inputs, even from private suppliers, 
through co-operatives. A limiting factor in the choice of input supplier is the 
availability of cash credit, as only the ACB gives anticipations in-kind.  
 
Main findings: There is a strict link between credit and input market for farmers. 
Apart from some cash anticipations from middlemen (for free-market products), the 
ACB is the unique credit supplier, and it is also the most important input supplier in 
agriculture. However, it does not have an autonomous credit and input marketing 
policy; both cash and in-kind loans are attributed to farmers according to specific 
licenses issued by the MAAR on the basis of annual production plan. For animal 
foodstuffs and seeds, farmers can choose to buy from private traders, who are often 
importers, or from state establishments (except for potato and cotton seeds, which 
have public monopoly), although a limiting factor is the availability of cash credit.  
 
 
3.4. State agricultural companies 

 
Seven agricultural establishments are affiliated to the Directorate for the Economic 
Sector, MAAR: three of them are agricultural input producers, while four are 
independent agriculture production units (Table 5). 
 
These companies employ almost 14,000 people, their aggregate turnover in 1998 
was 12,102 million Syr£, and their contribution to Syrian agricultural production 
was 5-7% (see annexed files on “Analysis on state agricultural and food 
companies”). Almost all of them have been established in the ‘70s, except the 
General Establishment for State Farms (established in 1985). Their integration in 
Syrian agriculture is very low. Only the Establishment for Mechanization can be 
considered a development factor for the whole sector, offering rented services to 
farmers, which otherwise would probably not be available, and developing new 
products. They spend about 0.3% of their turnover in communication activities. To a 
less extent, this is also true for the GOSM (e.g. it produces virus free potato seeds), 
but in general either they have only market exchange relations, selling inputs to 
farmers, or are completely independent. 
 
Annual production plans are submitted to the approval of the government (see 
G.O.P. case box), and investment plans are decided by a separate Investment 
Committee (although some establishment directors are members of this committee); 
however, in the future, state companies will have more management decision power, 
if the “Management by Objectives” approach is implemented (see para. 5.5).  
 
These establishments never have a direct or indirect sales network. Products are sold 
to the market or the public sector directly by company branches. 
 
Promotional activity is almost absent. Only two companies use advertising, but they 
spend on it no more than 0.2-0.3% of their turnover. R&D and products innovation 
are also almost absent. 
 
Export marketing is very limited. Only two establishments sell abroad between 1% 
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and 2% of their production, but there is no continuity, as export is simply considered 
a way to dispose off surplus or to get hard currency; target markets are generally 
Arab countries in the region. 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.  State agricultural companies affiliated to the Ministry of agriculture 
and Agrarian Reform 

 
Company Main products 
� General Establishment for Agricultural 

Mechanization – Damascus 
Mechanization services 

� General Organization for Seed Multiplication 
– Damascus 

Seeds 

� General Establishment for Fodder - 
Damascus 

Foodstuff 

� General Establishment for Cattle - Hama Milk, beef, calves 
� General Establishment for Fish – Jabla 

(Lattakia) 
Fish 

� General Establishment for State Farms – 
Deir-ezzor 

Crops 

� General Establishment for Poultry – 
Damascus 

Poultry 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform 
 

 
 
 
 

The General Establishment for Poultry (G.O.P.) 
 

It is an independent company affiliated to the  Directorate of Economic Sector, MAAR. It was established 
in 1974 and has11 branches, each of them in a different governorate (nine from the beginning and two 
added in later years). The company is not subsidized by the government. It received financial support 
only during its first ten years, while now it simply has special conditions for credit at the ACB. 
 
G.O.P. produces table eggs, broilers, chicks for broilers and chicks for layers. Three branches have 
hatching units. Annual production is around 300 million eggs, 3-4 thousand tons of broilers, 10 million 
chicks for broilers and 4 million for layers. Its market share is 15% for broilers, 20% for table eggs, 30% 
for layer chicks and 40% for broiler chicks. 
 
There is an annual planning procedure. A meeting of the board of directors with the MAAR gives a broad 
indication to each branch. to prepare a draft plan. Individual plans; are put together and studied by the 
company board, then submitted to the ministries of Agriculture and Agrarian reform, of Economy and 
Foreign Trade and of Finance. The whole process takes two months. Each branch receives resources 
according to the plan and must comply with its objectives with a tolerance of 15%. Product portfolio 
composition can be adjusted on the basis of gains and losses in each line. 
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The company sells both to retailers and collective customers (hospitals, army, schools). Prices are 
determined, normally every three months, by the Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade in accordance 
with the MAAR; the company can correct these prices following the market situation.  
Some branches have sales networks with refrigerated trucks. 
There is also a part of production which is exported, but this is outside  the plan; it is useful in order to 
have hard currencies or when there is a surplus. For example, they sold their products to Lebanon for 
three years, after the war was ended; now, Lebanon is self-sufficient and they do not send products there 
any more.  

 
Main findings: State agricultural companies are economic units completely 
separate from private farmers; sometimes, they can have market relations with 
farmers, but they can not be considered a tool for stabilizing markets, supporting 
private marketing or offering farmers an alternative outlet for their products. They 
are partly autonomous, but partly dependent on  government decisions (not only 
from the MAAR, to which they are affiliated). For short term decisions (prices, 
annual production plan), they have some decision margin, while for long term 
decisions (investments), they do not have any direct voice. Their management is 
influenced by this situation; they are completely product oriented and pay very little 
attention to market development, both domestic and for export. 
 
 
3.5. State food companies 
 
The General Organization for Food Industries, a corporation which is part of the 
Ministry of Industry, affiliates 22 food companies, corresponding to 27 factories, in 
several industries. It deals with processed fruits and vegetables, oil, dairy, biscuits 
and pasta, dried onions, sugar and sweets, water, beer and spirits. All the companies 
have been established (or nationalized, if they existed previously) in the ’60 or ’70 
(see annexed files on “Analysis on state agricultural and food companies”). Up to 
1991, this kind of companies was in a monopoly situation (de jure or de facto) in 
many food processing industries.  
 
On average, state food companies employ about 230 people, from a minimum of 77 
to a maximum of 1,238; their total turnover amounts to 4,847 million Syr£. It is not 
possible to calculate their market share, either on aggregate or by industry, because 
total industry values are not known. However, in terms of processing capacity, it can 
be estimated that, for example, state companies in 1997 had 53% of the tomato paste 
market and 65% of the yogurt (laban + labne) market; two years earlier, the 
corresponding shares were 65% and 87%.  
 
It is a common opinion within the management of these companies (as well as in the 
General Organization for Food Industries) that the quality of their products is 
excellent, being higher than the quality of the products of the private sector due to 
more controls on products specifications (which also means higher costs). But, the 
Syrian consumers do not perceive these differences and are not product loyal; the 
market is considered completely demand-driven and competition only based on 
price. This is only partly true; often private companies are increasing their market 
share thanks to non-price competition (see para. 3.6). 
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Consequently, these companies do not invest in market development: only two of 
them introduced new products during the last five years and only one realized 
promotional activities  different from the participation in expositions and 
participation in common advertising by the General Organization. For all of them, 
the main customer is the public sector, both as collective consumers (army etc.) or 
as state marketing departments. 
 
Although almost half of these companies market some of their products abroad, only 
for three of them export reaches 10% of turnover. In all cases, this is done either 
through public establishments (like GEZA) or by spot contracts, and cash payment 
or letter of credit are required. The only promotional activity on foreign markets is a 
film produced by the General Organization covering all the state companies. 
 
In fact, management decisions for these companies are even more centralized than 
for state agricultural companies. Not only investment policy is decided by the 
General Organization, but even short term marketing decisions, like promotion 
expenditure or discounts to traders, are centralized. 

 
The Syrian-Arab Company for Dairy Products (Dairy Damas)  
 

Dairy Dames was established in 1959. At present, it employs 195 people and the sales turnover in 1998 
was more than 260 million Syr£. The company receives milk from more than 30 farmers co-operatives. 
The price is fixed by the government at a flat level of 13 Syr£, while private companies pay much lower 
prices in summer, something higher in winter. Contracts with co-ops are on an annual basis; contractual 
conditions are fixed price, milk density, and minimum fat content. The company does not have a 
microbiological laboratory. The milk is delivered in stained steel cans of 50 kg. The daily intake is about 
50 tons in summer and 25 in winter; in 1998, total milk intake was more than 10 thousand tons. 
 
The company produces milk, butter and ghee (from imported cream), white (accawi, hallum) and yellow 
(cashcawan) cheese, yogurt (laban) and condensed yogurt (labne). Drinking milk is the main product, 
40% of the raw material. They cover 6 governorates (south and west of Syria). The distribution among 
lines is decided in the annual plan; in principle they tend to have a flat production of liquid milk and to 
process extra raw milk. The selling price of sterilized milk is 18 Syr£ per liter (19 Syr£ per half liter glass 
bottle, of which 10 Syr£ is the deposit for the bottle), which means 38% gross margin on price paid for 
deliveries. This price is calculated adding processing costs to the price paid and including a 10% raw 
profit.  Private companies sell at around 25 Syr£ per liter, in plastic bottles. It is difficult for the company 
to compete in packaging, as there is no capital to invest. 
 
For  cheese, there is competition in price with private handlers, who often sell at a lower price. All 
products are distributed daily (there is no cold storage), through salesmen (contractors with commission). 
Export is very limited; about 50 tons of cheese are annually sent to Gulf states and Lebanon. 

 
 
Modern Company for Conserves and Agricultural Industries 

The company was established in 1952 and nationalized in 1966. Its activity is processing fruits and 
vegetables; the main product is tomato paste, followed by chick peas, beans, fruit jams, and mixed 
vegetables. Average annual intake is 8,000-10,000 tons of tomatoes, 400-500 tons of legumes (peas and 
beans), 300-400 tons of fruits for jam. 
The company buys both directly from farmers and through co-operatives, but not from the Souq. (market 
place). Suppliers are 2 co-ops and 70-100 farmers, 20  of them have large farms.  
 
There is no possibility to plan the activity; it buys all the surplus of farmers (at the same price of fresh 
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products) and is obliged to take in any quantity offered, except for quality reasons. As a consequence, 
long term or seasonal contracts with farmers have never been used. Another consequence is that there are 
no agricultural products specialized for processing (e.g. tomato varieties are table or multi-purpose 
varieties). 
 
The sales turnover has wide oscillations from 100 to 180 million Syr£. In 1998, it was composed of 75% 
tomato paste, 10% jams, 10% beans and 5% remaining products. Profit margin is defined a-priori at 5% 
level. Most of the production is canned and sold through the public sector; a part of the production is sold 
bulk to some private companies and to the catering. Since 1997, the company has been trying to develop 
the export market; in 1998, 800 tons of bulk tomato paste, corresponding to one third of total production, 
have been exported in aseptic tanks to Bulgaria and Lebanon. No innovative products have been 
introduced in recent years; some products have been abandoned as they cost too much (e.g. a complete 
meal for the army, composed of chicken, rice, beans, etc.). 

 
Al Shark Company for Food Products 
 

This company, based in Aleppo, has two separate branches, one producing beer, biscuits and chocolate, 
established in 1952, and one processing milk, established in 1958.  They are almost independent 
companies. 

 
Dairy branch 
 
All the milk is supplied by farmer co-operatives or by one station of the state company for cattle. Total 
milk intake is about 10,000 tons per year, or 30 tons per day, fluctuating from 25 in winter to 35 in 
summer; so in some periods, they have to process more milk, even if, due to cheese market instability, 
there could be a loss. On the average, 50-55% of the milk is sterilized and 45-50% is processed. 
 
The main products are sterilized milk  (about 5,000 tons), laban (1,600 tons), labne (50 tons), cheese 
(accawi, hallum, mlallalah, cashcawan, processed cheese) (200 tons), fat products (Chantilly cream and 
ghee) (250 tons). In 1998, they changed the brand name to Sharbakh (meaning: Prestige). Recently, they 
started the production of Cheddar and Mozzarella (experimented with a restaurant). As of next year, they 
plan to introduce ayran (liquid yogurt). 
 
In the annual plan, they fix the quantity of milk used by products family (liquid milk, yogurt, cheese) then 
they shift within these families (from one cheese to the other, etc.) according to the market situation. 
Ghee is either imported from Denmark and simply canned (but it is a very competitive market) or directly 
produced (very high quality; it is a high profit product). 
Processed cheese is very profitable and has a stable market. They are a price follower: French brand 
processed cheese is sold at 55 Syr£ per 180 grams jar, while the local one is sold is sold at 25 Syr£ per 
250 grams jar; but the demand is gradually increasing, so the production follows. 
 
The company tried using Tetrapack packaging, but the cost was too high -being 15 Syr£ per 150 grams 
pack. The estimated cost is 21 Syr£ per pack of 1 kg (this is about six times higher than the cost of similar 
packaging in Western Europe). 
 
Recent new products (for the company) are cashcawan and processed cheese, while Cheddar and 
Mozzarella are also new for the Syrian market. Some innovations have been tried, e.g. mlallalah with 
fennel (with great success; it is an innovation into tradition) and processed cheese with red pepper and 
with mint (no success). 

 
Chocolate-biscuit-beer branch 

 
This branch has three separate production lines: chocolate, biscuits and beer, but the first one is not 
active. The total turnover is about 180 million Syr£. In the beer line, 1,300 tons of malt are processed 
annually (there is another establishment producing beer, Barada in Damascus, processing about 1,000 
tons of malt). All inputs are produced domestically, except hops coming from France and Germany. The 
demand is very high, 96% of the production plan is implemented and the profit rate exceeds 16%. 
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Hundred workers are employed in this line, receiving incentives on salary. The beer is distributed through 
three establishments affiliated to the Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade, which sell to hotels, 
restaurants, etc. 
 
In the biscuits line, the situation is much worse. The plant employs high technology: an automatic oven, 
of 20 meters length, has been imported from The Netherlands in 1995. The processing capacity is one ton 
per hour, but only 30% of the plan is implemented. The demand is weak; this is  attributed to economic 
recession and lack of purchasing power, so that consumers only look for basic foods, not luxury ones as 
biscuits. In fact, the company negatively felt investment Law 10/91, as many medium-small companies 
have been established, selling at a lower price. Classic production is petit beurre; now they are trying new 
products, e.g. wafer, soft biscuits, crackers, cream filled biscuits, but  new products have 
quality/packaging problems, while intrinsic quality of classic product is excellent.  
 
All the raw material for biscuits is available locally; only fat is imported (mainly from Malaysia). One 
hundred forty workers are employed in this line (they used to be 200). A specific problem arises in human 
resources management, i.e. workers in the biscuits area do not receive incentives, so they get lower 
salaries than beer workers. 
 
Flour cost represents a comparative disadvantage with regards to foreign producers; in Syria it costs 22 
Syr£ per kg, while in Turkey it costs the equivalent of 9 Syr£. Now, some private mills are selling at 15 
Syr£. The in-line cost per kg of biscuits is 35 Syr£ per kg, plus 8 for packaging and 3 for wages, i.e.46 
Syr£, is the selling price. In fact, they lose money, and the cost can be reduced only through size increase. 
The break-even point is estimated at 2,500 tons per year, while now they are at 1,200 tons (the capacity of 
the new oven, considering 8 hours per 6 days per 50 weeks is 2,400 tons; through shifts they could arrive 
close to 5,000 tons).   
….Last year, the loss for biscuits has been 6.8 million Syr£, while beer generated a prof0it of 30 million 
Syr£, so the company profit was around 23 million Syr£. In 1999, projected profit is 30 million Syr£, 
coming from an increase in beer profit and a reduction of losses for biscuits to 3 million Syr£, due to 
lower costs of several inputs: sugar, fat, flour. 
 
The company is looking for new markets for biscuits. In the past, they used to export to Rumania and 
former USSR; now only some is exported to the neighboring countries, like Jordan, at the same price of 
domestic market. European markets have never been tried. 
 
Promotion investment for both branches is only half a million Syr£ (0.125% of the aggregate turnover), 
especially used for participation a exhibitions. This budget is decided by the General Organization. 

 
Main findings: State food companies are in a difficult position in order to compete 
with private companies, and they are generally losing market shares. Even  when 
there is an active company management, it is confronted by very limited resources 
both for long term investments and short term market development policies. 
Moreover, the amount and (largely) the destination of their resources are decided 
outside the company, so that one can  have one company trying to work with 40 year 
old plants and another realizing a huge production capacity increase (and 
corresponding break-even point increase), in a period when new legislative 
environment is favoring the rise of new dynamic, smaller size competitors. In the 
present organization, probably they can survive only through their access to 
protected markets, like some residual monopolies and public sector establishments. 
 
3.6. Private food companies 
 
If for state companies available documentation is limited, it is almost zero for 
private companies, as they are absent from official statistics and do not have special 
obligations like publicly available balance sheets or production declarations. In fact, 
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up to 1991, they were absent from the majority of Syrian industries, or their 
presence was mainly limited to small, handicraft-type companies; they are still 
legally excluded from some industries, like cotton, tobacco, sugar and beer. Even in 
direct interviews, these companies are more reluctant than state companies to supply 
quantitative information. So, the only available figures are those from company 
licenses, stating authorized products and theoretical production capacity as well as 
raw material consumption (although these figures seem not to be very accurate and 
often present internal incoherence), and partially those from projects approved under 
Law 10/91 (see para. 2.7).  
According to information supplied by the Investment Office, at the Council of 
Ministers, 257 projects have been approved under Law 10/91 in the food sector up 
to June 1999; of these, 58 are to new companies registered at the Ministry of 
Industry, generally having more than 10 employees (83% of the companies in this 
group) and in some cases (26% of companies) with partly or totally foreign capital 
(Table 6). They are often innovative and dynamic enterprises (see following cases). 
Beyond these structured companies, there is a swarm of medium-small private 
firms, especially in traditional industries like bakery, sweets, oil and beverage, 
which are intermediate between market leaders and classic “informal” businesses. 
 
Regarding the four markets leaders in each industry, it appears that even major 
companies are much smaller than state food companies; with few exceptions, the 
number of employees does not reach 50 people. It must be said that probably many 
forms are still under their optimal size, as 75% of them have been established after 
1990. Licensing or franchising contracts with foreign companies are very unusual; 
only one company in the oil industry and some in the non-alcoholic beverages 
industry have recourse to these policies. 
 
Despite their generally limited size and their recent establishment, private food 
companies are very active on the export market. They have a dominant position in 
some key industries like processed fruits and vegetables, dairy products and sweets 
(Table 7). 
The evolution of the licensed production capacity for processed fruits and 
vegetables and for dairy products confirms the dynamic phase characterizing private 
food companies. In all cases, this capacity is in rapid evolution, and often it was nil 
only some years ago (Table 8). 

 
Bakri Kaakeh Sons Co. (Dolls) 

The company existed for about 50 years, but the present modern plant is 5 years old. The only products 
are flavored ice-cream and yogurt (both laban and labne). They will soon start the production of biscuits, 
in a first phase as an ingredient for internal use (ice-cream), subsequently maybe as an independent 
product. The theoretical processing capacity is 25-30 tons of milk per day, but it is nowadays limited to 
15 tons, due to problems with the company supplying the plant (some components are still lacking). 
The total turnover is around 6,000 US$ per day, while the medium term objective is 12,000-15,000. Fifty 
to sixty workers are employed in the plant, which is highly automated.  
 
Actual milk intake is about 11-12 tons per day, supplied by 4-5 middlemen, who in turn buy from 500-
700 farmers, not known directly to the company. Controls on  milk concern fat and protein contents, 
density, acidity, presence of heath shocks, total bacteria count, colibacteria, and antibiotics. Fruits for 
flavors are imported under sugar from Italy, France and Switzerland. 
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The present production per day is 6-7 tons of laban and labne, and 7-8 tons of ice-cream. Flavored laban 
and labne are sold only in the Aleppo area, due to limitation in production, through a chain of 
supermarkets belonging to the same family. They do not have direct competitors, except the traditional 
sector, not producing flavored products, as they are protected against import and, for the moment, no 
multinationals are present in the sector. They are the second Syrian producer of ice-cream, which is 
distributed all over the country by 12 refrigerated trucks. Apart from Aleppo, where the family 
supermarkets are used, absorbing almost 20% of total ice-cream sales, in each town an important 
supermarket acts as an exclusive agent. Export market is a middle term objective, mainly the Gulf area, 
and for this reason, they are preparing ISO 9002 implementation. 
Often new products are developed; even though Syrian consumers are rather conservative, it is estimated 
that if 20% of Syrians could buy one 250 grams jar of flavored laban (or labne) per week; this would give 
a market of 850 tons per week, double the present sales. For the year 2.000, the launch of frozen yogurt, a 
completely new product for the country, is planned. R&D is completely internal and no specific costs can 
be accounted. Promotion is not needed, and demand exceeds supply. The only promotional activity is the 
distribution of posters in the shops. 
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Table 6 . Companies in the agro-food industry in Syria – private sector 
 

Number of companies 
of which: established under Law 10/91 provisions 

of which: 

 
 

Industry 
 

No. 

 
No. hiring more than 

10 employees 
having partial or 

total foreign 
capital 

Production 
capacity 

(thousands of  
tons of raw 
material) 

Cereals processing 2,005 14 13 0 1,954 
Fruits and vegetables processing 40 14 13 2 424 
Meat and processed meat 18 1 1 1 19 
Dairy 32 9 7 4 79 
Sugar and sweets 391 1 1 0 134 
Oils, fats and animal foodstuffs 207 11 8 1 457 
Alcoholic beverages 76 1 0 0 28 
Non-alcoholic beverages 126 2 2 2 183 
Others 315 5 3 5 10,495 

 
Source: Ministry of Industry, Private Sector Department, Agro-food Section 
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Table 7 . Syrian agro-food private sector  and foreign markets 
 

Industry Exported 
product (ton) Main exported products Main export markets Private companies 

estimated export share
Cereals processing 1,450  Pasta and biscuits Eastern Europe, 

Lebanon, Gulf 
14 

1,600  Tomato paste Eastern Europe, Gulf 
   700  Other fruits paste Iran, Gulf, Lebanon 
2,000  Processed olive Europe, Canada 
5,200  Apricot sheets Egypt, Gulf 

Fruits and vegetables processing 

   262  Fruits concentrate Lebanon, Gulf 

82 

Meat and processed meat    627  Meat processing wastes Turkey 0 
Cheese Lebanon, Kuwait, KSA Dairy 1,160 
Ghee KSA, Lebanon, Kuwait 

93 

6,800  Sweets Eastern Europe, 
Lebanon, Gulf 

Sugar and sweets 

4,700  Chocolate Eastern Europe, Gulf 

100 

2,005  Olive oil Lebanon, Gulf 
   400  Soya and corn oil Gulf 

Oils, fats and animal foodstuffs 

1,623  Cotton seed oil Turkey, Switzerland, 
Gulf, Lebanon 

31 

Alcoholic beverages    52 
Non-alcoholic beverages 2,056   Libya, Gulf, Lebanon 86 
Others 36,908  Olive oil processing waste  Jordan, Lebanon, KSA, 

Turkey 
66 

 
Source: Ministry of Industry, Private Sector Department, Agro-food Section (Export information: from the Foreign Trade Statistics 
1997 – Customs – Ministry of Finance) 
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Table 8 - Private companies licensed production capacity for some processed fruits,vegetables and dairy products (tons) 
 

 
Product 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
Tomato paste - - - - - - 3250 4771  7351  7487 
Canned peas - - - -     3     7       7       7         8      62 
Mixed canned vegetables 586 586 586 592 598 598 3087 8735 11048 11048 
Apricot jam - - - - - - - -         0.7       60.7 
Laban     9.5    9.5     9.5     9.5   10.5   10.5   117   645   1170   1789 
Labne - - - -     1   28   714 1027   1294   1379 
 
Source: Task Force, from figures supplied by the Ministry of Industry, Private Sector Department 
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Al Ariaf Dairy Company 
 

Al Ariaf is a private dairy company, established through a joint venture with 35% Finnish capital. The 
company has been established at the beginning of 1997, under the Decree 103/59, not the Law 10/91. 
About 40 workers are employed. The milk intake is around 11 tons per day, and the objective of 20 tons 
is planned in two years. Fifty percent of the milk comes from one state company, 10% from a co-op and 
40% from about 100 individual farmers, located within a maximum distance of 120 km. It is more 
difficult to negotiate with the state farm, but there is not enough milk from individual farmers; one of the 
company’s objectives is to find new individual suppliers. Farmers (both individual and in co-op) deliver 
their milk directly to the factory, which sends a truck only to the state farm. 
 
The distance of some farmers results in  some delivery problems: farms nearby bring their milk twice a 
day, but those far away deliver only once a day, and since they do not have refrigerating systems, the milk 
acidity increases. There is a project to organize a collection network through refrigerated trucks. Analyses 
of milk cover fat content, density and acidity (no microbiological tests); premiums or penalties are 
calculated for fat content above or below the standard point, and penalties are applied for low density.  
 
Annual contracts are subscribed with farmers, indicating selling price, bonus-penalties conditions and 
minimum monthly quantities. The milk price in summer, with standard density and 3% fat, is presently 
fixed at 14 Syr£ per kg; in winter (September-March) the price is increased by 2 Syr£. If minimum 
monthly delivered quantity is not reached, there is a price deduction, while, at least for the moment, there 
is no maximum. In winter, milk production is lower and family consumption is higher,  so deliveries in 
the peak month are about double that in the low month. 
 
The company’s products are sterilized milk, whole and low fat; ghee; ayran; laban; labne; hallum; accawi; 
cashcawan; white Bulgarian type cheese; Chercasi (a new product for the company, produced for a 
Circassian-speaking tribe). Sterilized milk is sold in plastic bottles of 900 grams at a price of 30 Syr£. 
Laban and labne are packed in 1 kg jars (the latter has one week shelf life). Cheese is mostly packed in 
heath welded plastic film, except for restaurants or for export, where it is sold in moulds. Cashcawan and 
accawi are the only products exported, to the Gulf area. 
The products are sold to all kinds of shops: restaurants, supermarkets, traditional shops and department 
Souq (Bab Srige). 

 
Fresh Mountain Juice Co. (Jabal Al Asser) 
 

Mr. Salaheldin, the president (and practically the owner, although it is a joint stock company), is a Syrian 
who emigrated in Argentina and came back few years ago investing his money in this company, which is 
operational since the beginning of 1998. 
The company, whose activity is to process grapes, apples, apricots, oranges and tomatoes, has been 
established under provision of Law No. 10/91. The present capacity is 20,000 tons of fruits, but it could 
reach 60,000 tons. The equipment, technically very advanced, are imported from Germany, France, 
Sweden, Italy and USA.  
 
Raw agricultural products are mostly bought through direct contracts with farmers, two months before 
harvesting. Apples, grapes and tomatoe come from Suwaydah area, apricots from Damascus area and 
oranges from Lattakia area. They buy the products which cannot be sold into the fresh market (3rd class 
fruits); the price is determined on the basis of yield. The quantity of 3rd class product is estimated by 
farmers, who have experience; if there is a deficit, the supplementary quantity is bought from other areas 
or from the Souq (market). The company employs about 80 people, plus 40-50 seasonal workers. Last 
year, sales reached 3.5 million US$; it is planned to reach standard sales (around double) in three years 
and to recuperate initial investment in five years.  
 
The line of products, which the company considers more “strategic” in its long term plans, is composed of 
clear juices (single fruits, tomato, mixed), which are completely new products for Syria, while for the 
moment the most important line is concentrated juices for export. Other products are tomato paste and 
jams. A recent new product is “ grapes honey ”, a  sort of dehydrated grapes.  
Ninety percent of the sales value comes from export (mainly concentrated juice). There is a good sales 
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development in the US, Australia, the Netherlands and the Gulf countries. In all cases, the products are 
sold through spot contracts, also because buyers are always other processing companies. The company is 
planning to distribute in Kuwait and other Gulf countries fresh products through agents, but there is the 
problem of brand knowledge and promotion investment. 
 
The internal market is weak, due to several reasons. First of all, products are new (especially clear juices). 
It is almost impossible to assess the market capacity to absorb these products, but it can be assumed that 
potential customers are 8 million people (50% of the Syrian population). Moreover, there is a lack of 
good agents; in many cases, they are considered low professionally and undercapitalized. Sales of fresh 
products in the domestic market are on a daily basis: they have 10 direct salesmen (in the areas of 
Suwaydah, Dar’ah and Damascus) and some agents (Aleppo and other areas).For the development of 
domestic (and regional) market for branded products, a strong investment in promotion is needed. At 
present, they spend 4-5 million Syr£ per year in advertising, mostly in the domestic market. In order to 
accomplish this “jump”, the company is planning a 200 million Syr£ capital increase, through self 
funding and sale of shares. They are trying to have as shareholders local farmers, chambers of agriculture 
and chambers of commerce. 
 
Capital market constraints are perceived as a major problem. The only alternatives to public credit, which 
is very limited, are self- funding and foreign credit under provisions of Law No. 10/91. For the latter, it is 
difficult to offer suitable guarantees, and exchange rate arrangements are also an obstacle. So, the 
liberalization of credit and possibly a stock exchange are priorities for the development of private 
initiative. Also, freedom of foreign exchange rate is seen as important, as well as relaxation of price 
constraints. For the latter aspect, the question is not really of price level (in fact, normally an adequate 
price level can be agreed with the MSIT) but of flexibility in pricing policy. 

 
 

Main findings: Private companies are experiencing a remarkable development in 
the Syrian food industry. Many of them are in fact very small units, which can 
represent an evolution of traditional informal business, but also some interesting 
industrial reality can be observed. Compared with state companies, they are 
generally much smaller and base their competition on product differentiation and 
innovation as well as new retail channels. A limitation to their action is the weak 
organization of farmers, which makes the establishment of contractual relations 
difficult (thus a-priori quality management) and the realization of good collecting 
systems. Another obstacle is the difficulty to raise capital, due to constraints in the 
credit market and the absence of a stock exchange. 
 
 
3.7. Traders 
 
In Syria, it is relatively simple (for Syrian citizens, as internal trade is not open to 
foreigners) to start a trade activity. The only formality to comply with is to inscribe 
in a Chamber of Commerce, getting a “marketing certificate”, which does not 
mention either the type of traded items or the scale (wholesale, retail) of trading 
activity. Therefore, it is practically impossible to know the number of traders 
engaged in procurement and retail of agricultural and food products. Theoretically, 
they are under the control of the Department for Marketing and International Trade 
of the MSIT, but there isn’t any systematic monitoring. 
 
For an import-export activity, any individual or company (either national or foreign) 
must be inscribed in a special list at the Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade. 
Roughly, several types of operators can be identified (although their function and 
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extent of activity is different for different products) including:- 
• “mediators”, that is middlemen realizing the link between farmers and 

processing companies (often on behalf of the latter), wholesale markets or 
sometimes retailers; 
• “guaranteers”, wholesalers operating in production areas directly in contact 

with farmers;  
• commissioners, operating in a Souq and selling on behalf of suppliers; 
• wholesalers and semi-wholesalers, buying from mediators, commissioners or 

even directly from farmers and selling to retailers or partly to consumers, and 
sometimes to foreign buyers; 
• contractors, buying from the market or individual producers on behalf of 

large customers (restaurants, hotels, public establishments …);  
• packers, often situated between wholesale markets and export markets; and 
• retailers.  

 
A typical wholesale market is Souq el Hal, the general market for fruits and 
vegetables present in each governorate capital. In Damascus Souq el Hal, around 
400 traders operate, of which about 50% are commissioners and 50% wholesalers or 
semi-wholesalers. Ninety five percent of the traffic is wholesale trade, although 
there is some retail. There is a market commission (Trade union), but its control is 
very limited. A system of monitoring the access of products on the market does not 
exist (neither physical control nor traders declarations or else). It is estimated that, 
during the peak season (two months in summer), 300-500 tons may arrive in the 
market, more than 50% of which is tomato. There are no a publicly available 
information on prices (although they are monitored by the MSIT). 
 
Recently, a new section has been added, for wholesale and semi-wholesale trade of 
meat, eggs, dairy products and fish. 
 
Other markets are the so-called district markets, where the majority of operators are 
retailers. Souq Bab Srige, in Damascus, is a semi-wholesale and retail market for 
cheese, meat and poultry, although also other items are traded (vegetables, spices, 
…). About 90% of the shops are simply retailers. Wholesalers are either specialized 
or generic grocery traders (e.g. there are 15 cheese wholesalers, 6 specialized and 9 
grocery traders).  

 
Main findings: Between the agricultural producers and consumers there is often a 
long sequence of intermediate operators. In a non-structured agricultural sector, 
this sequence, although plethoric, represents the only way to have an adjustment 
between demand and supply. The government, which in other cases exerts a very 
strict control over the economy, is in this case almost absent. Except for price 
control (see para. 2.6), there isn’t almost any control over intermediate trade 
operations.  

 
 
3.8. State distribution companies 

 
Although retail market for food products is mainly in the hands of private firms, the 
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state is present in this activity though several establishments affiliated to the MSIT. 
Processed foods are sold through the General Establishment for Retail, a 
bureaucratic organization established in the ‘70s, which was intended to become a 
dominant force in supplying consumers with large consumption (not only food) 
items. State food shops (branches of the General Establishment) are present in each 
Syrian town; it is estimated that their market share is between 5% and 10%. They 
buy only from state food companies, and they represent for them an important 
marketing outlet. Compared with private supermarkets, they sell at competitive 
prices but they offer lower services, especially in terms of products portfolio and 
opening hours (they are open from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.). Fresh products are not sold in 
these shops; fresh fruits and vegetables can arrive in the market through the General 
Organization for Fruits and Vegetables, an establishment also created in the late 
70’s with the intent of rationalizing the procurement and distribution of fruits and 
vegetables at the national scale. The Organization has large scale refrigerated 
warehouses, sorting and packing facilities (even some mechanized facilities, 
although they are generally not used) and a network of retail outlets in all important 
cities in Syria. In the mid -‘80s, it brought to the market 25% of Syrian apples, 
almost 10% of citrus and lower percentages of other fruits, but since then its role 
declined. Still, it has the monopoly over imports of fruits and vegetables, e.g. apples, 
citrus, potatoes and others. As the Organization buys at fixed prices, determined by 
the Government, it can act (at least theoretically) as an intervention agency, 
stabilizing markets in times of price fall. Like other state retail establishments, the 
General Organization for Fruits and Vegetables is the main supplier for institutional 
consumers (army, hospitals, etc.). The quality of products sold in its shops is 
generally lower than the market average; prices are determined starting from the 
purchasing price, adding costs and a “normal profit”. 

 
Main findings: Syrian state apparatus has also a place in the retail sector, although 
less important than in the production and processing sectors. Due to strong vertical 
relations with other public establishments, both backwards (only for processed food 
retail) and forwards (also for fresh products), their role is declining, and probably it 
will be even more as privatization goes on. 

 
 

4. MARKETING FLOWS AND DRIVING FORCES 
 
In this chapter, an effort is made to collect and summarize the relations between the 
different marketing actors, presented in the previous chapter, with specific reference 
to fresh fruits and vegetables, processed fruits and vegetables and dairy products. 
These relations are synthesized into flow charts where, due to the lack of 
quantitative figures, it has not been possible to measure single flows, but only to 
individualize which flows exist, which are of major importance and where they are 
under public supervision or constraint.  
 
4.1. Fresh fruits and vegetables 
 
The input part of Chart 1 has been discussed (see para. 3.3); co-ops and individual 
farmers (non-co-op members) buy inputs from the public and the private sectors. 
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Private suppliers are predominant for animal foodstuffs and quite important for 
seeds, while producers (individual or associate) receive part of the seeds and 
foodstuffs, as well as mechanization services, directly from the public 
establishments, and fuel, fertilizers and equipment through the ACB. The only 
difference is that co-ops tend to buy seeds mainly from the state company, while 
individual farmers deal mostly with private traders, who offer better credit 
conditions and have a more diffused presence in the country. Co-ops have a very 
limited role in marketing, because they are very small. Only recently, some new co-
ops, which should operate in marketing at the governorate level, have been launched 
(see para. 3.2); they can sell products for fresh consumption both to Souq el Hal or 
to the General Organization  for Fruits and Vegetables. 
 
Farmers production predominantly arrives in the market through the Souq el Hal. It 
is either sold directly to wholesalers in the market (farmers carry their products 
using small lorries which they generally hire) or through mediators. Farmers size is 
not a discriminating factor for the choice to sell directly or to use these middlemen; 
sometimes, it is even easier for small farmers, dealing with smaller produce 
quantities, to go directly to the market. Overall, indirect access to market probably 
concern 40% of the total product, maybe more in moments when the quantity of 
products on the market is higher. A special category of these mediators (who, more 
correctly, should be considered wholesalers) are the so-called “guaranteers” 
(damanah). The guaranteer is a local trader who buys the whole production of a 
farmer (sometimes before harvesting; in this case, the farmer can be paid in 
advance), estimating the price according to the overall quality and, generally, 
carrying out the sorting of product at the farm. The advantages for the farmer are to 
prevent risks, to avoid dealing with transportation, and to sell the whole production 
together. Naturally, the disadvantage is the price - being lower than that paid by 
wholesalers. 
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Chart 1 - Flow chart for the marketing of fresh fruits and vegetables
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For apples and citrus, part of the product is sold fresh, either at the internal market 
or exported, but the majority is stored in cold storage units. Some farmers have 
storage facilities, or they use private or public plants or small units of other 
producers. For instance, in the Suwaydah gevernorate there are one public cold 
storage plant (with a storage capacity of 4,000 tons), four private (12,000 tons as a  
total) and 111 small units attached to farms. 
 
A minor outlet for farmers is also the General Organization for Fruits and 
Vegetables (state company), which plays, nowadays, a minor role in this market. 
Sometimes, this establishment acts as an intervention agency, when there is market 
crisis, or as an insurance company buying products when, due to bad climatic 
conditions, their quality is very low and they could not be stored.  
 
In Souq el Hal, farmers can sell either to commissioners or to wholesalers-retailers. 
Normal flows are as follows: 

  
  Farmer 

 
        Local wholesaler (“guaranteer”) 
 

Souq El Hal 
 

                                         Commissioner 
 
 

     Semi-wholesaler  
   Other domestic market   Exporter 

 
                                        Retailer 

Officially, the commission is 5% (maximum fixed by the MSIT), or sometimes 
slightly lower, but really commissions are reported between 20% and 30%. 
Sometimes, commissioners anticipate loans to farmers, cash or in kind (fertilizers, 
seeds, ). This fact, and the personal knowledge and trust, have the consequence that 
normally one farmer is linked to a specific commissioner, or eventually to some 
commissioners in separate markets. The commissioner can sell to the semi-
wholesaler or the retailer either cash or credit (normally from one week up to one 
month delay); it depends on the demand/supply situation (credit is more common 
when there is a surplus). Wholesalers and commissioners are not specialized by 
product, due to the seasonal pattern and the need to operate continuously. However 
they are often, more or less, specialized by region, which makes also a partial 
product specialization. 

Normally, the commissioner makes a partial sorting of products. Only for export, 
there is a need to sort more strictly, and the final sorting  is made by the exporter. 
There are about 60-70 packers (according to one source, a second source suggests 
that they are less than 15) who are direct exporters. With few exceptions, they are 
specialized in export and operate outside the Souq, buying preferably directly from 
farmers and selling in the Souq only the product not reaching quality standards. But, 
the majority of exported flows are operated by non-specialized traders, the same 
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selling into the domestic market (a state export company no longer exists). 
Collective consumers (army, hospitals,..etc.) either buy from the state marketing 
company (which, sometimes, according to the needs of its “institutional” customers, 
buy products from Souq el Hal) or through auctions; contractors are normally the 
same mediators selling to the Souq. At the retail level, sales are dominated by 
traditional shops, often assembled in district markets; modern retail share does not 
exceed 10-12%. 

 
Main findings: Fruits and vegetables production has a low degree of both 
horizontal and vertical organization. Co-ops are very seldom engaged in marketing, 
or even in pre-marketing operations (sorting, grading, packing), while state 
establishments are absent at the production level and have small presence at the 
procurement and marketing levels. At the other end of the chain, traditional 
retailers dominate the market, and large retailers or hotels generally use as 
contractors the same mediators operating at the production level. The wholesale 
market is a transit point for most of the products, but its transparency is very low, as 
information systems do not exist either on quantities or prices. In these conditions, 
middlemen are the real strategic pivot of the sub-system. 
 
 
4.2. Processed fruits and vegetables 
 
It is clear from the flow chart for marketing of processed fruits and  vegetables 
(Chart 2) that the upper part is exactly the same as for fresh products. In fact, it can 
be said that a specialized marketing chain for processed fruits and vegetables does 
not exist. Private processors buy indifferently from the Souq and from farmers 
depending on the price  (sometimes, the price is more favorable in the Souq, as once 
the product is there it must be sold) and on the availability of large quantities. For 
instance, for tomato it is normal to buy from farmers, because individual parcels 
produce “large” quantities, while for citrus they buy mainly form the Souq. 
Sometimes, they contract in advance with farmers, but the implementation of these 
contracts is quite erratic. The issue of contracting agricultural products purchase in 
advance, in order to avoid availability breaks, seems not be considered as very 
important. Both public and private processors can lower their activity if the price of 
raw material is too high. 
 
State fruits and vegetables processing companies prefer to buy from individual 
farmers, to a lesser extent from the Souq or from co-ops.  Sometimes, they can also 
buy  from the state marketing company, when the latter has a surplus which was not 
foreseen. Public and private companies are both active in traditional products, while 
in modern products, e.g. frozen products, fruit juices, etc, the private sector is 
dominating. For processed tomato and canned beans, market shares are about 50% 
and 50%, while for jam and marmalade the private share is around 70%. It must be 
remembered that more than 30% of tomato paste and 10% of jam and marmalade 
are home made.  A specific type of processors is represented by small, familiar 
handicraft processors, specialized in traditional products like dry apricot sheets 
(guamar eddeen) or raisins. They mostly buy raw agricultural products from the 
Souq, but sometimes also from farmers. 
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Regarding fresh products, at the retail stage, traditional shops have the main market 
share, but here the relative importance of supermarkets is higher; probably modern retail 
represents the most important channel for private processors. State companies sell either 
to state shops affiliated to the General Establishment for Retail or to ordinary marketing 
channels. Sometimes, they sell bulk a part of the production, both to some private 
companies and to catering. Collective consumers normally buy through  contractors or 
sometimes from state agency to state agency through contracts, because in this way they 
have credit. 

 
Export market concerns almost only dried fruits produced in the small familiar  units 
(this handicraft units often export more than 30% of their production), and exported 
by private traders specialized in export. Seldom private companies sell large part of 
their products abroad; sometimes they export directly, without traders. Only some 
state companies begin dealing with export, through auctions. 
 
Main findings: Up to now, it can be said that fruits and vegetables processing 
industry is an appendix of the fresh products markets (state industry could almost be 
considered a surplus disposal system, as companies are sometimes obliged to buy 
unlimited quantities offered by farmers, unless for quality reasons). Neither 
specialized products varieties nor procurement channels exist, and although direct 
deals with farmers are quite common, wholesale market represents also in this case 
the most important procurement channel. At the retail level, there is evidence of 
some specialization with private industry mostly selling through modern channels, 
while handicraft units specialized in traditional products mostly use traditional 
shops and state industry sell an important part of their products through state 
shops. 
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Chart 2 - Flow chart for the marketing of processed fruits and vegetables
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4.3. Dairy products 
 

Probably, the main characteristic of milk and dairy industry in Syria is the very great 
importance of the informal sector. The processing capacity of both public and 
private dairies (three state companies are active and 32 private dairies are listed by 
the Ministry of Industry) covers less than 10% of Syrian milk. The remaining part is 
either processed by small handicraft cheese-makers, sold as raw milk to consumers 
(and eventually processed at home into laban and labne) or consumed by the family 
of the producer. Also, due to this low organization, production pattern presents 
strong seasonality and erratic variations. 
 
Unlike fruits and vegetables, agricultural co-operatives are quite important in 
marketing (for the formal sector) farmers raw milk, especially for sheep, much less 
for cows. Cow milk farms are mainly in the coastal area, the intermediate region 
(Hama, Homs) and the Damascus area. Often, they are 1-2 cows farms, much less 
concentrated than sheep.  
 
State companies buy from co-operatives, through annual contracts. When state and 
private companies, buy from individual farmers, they almost always use mediators, 
so that generally they don’t even know the milk producers. The state farms generally 
sell their milk to state processing companies. Another source of raw material is the 
import of milk powder for ice-cream and yogurt. Both private and state companies 
can import milk powder that way. 
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Chart 3 - Flow chart for the marketing of dairy products
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Product mix is almost the same for private and public companies, except that the 
latter often produce UHT, instead of traditional sterilized milk. Only in Homs, there 
is a state company producing pasteurized milk, only for the local market, and has 
been in business for 20 years. Some companies started producing fruit flavored 
yogurt or milk (a private company in Homs, another in Aleppo), although for the 
moment the market is very limited 
 
Liquid milk market is predominantly in the hands of state companies, which use the 
classical half liter glass bottle. The private companies mostly use plastic bottles or 
sometimes brick, and due to better packaging (and lower constraints on prices) they 
can obtain for the same product (sterilized milk) prices that are 60-70%  higher than 
state dairies. 
 
Cheese is produced both by private and state companies, but, the white cheese 
(accawi, hallum, mlallalah) is produced mainly by handicraft units, on a very high 
seasonal basis. Handicraft cheese-makers are very often also farmers; the only 
exceptions are in the Hama area, where cheese is most traditional and it is possible 
to find also small processing establishments not connected to farms. Only 
“industrial” companies, both private and state, produce yellow and processed 
cheese. In the formal sector as well as in the informal one, cheese production 
presents a very high seasonality. Raw milk mediators are also selling raw milk to 
traditional and modern shops. Like for processed fruits and vegetables, modern 
outlets tend to represent the most important marketing channel for private 
processing companies.  
 
Collective consumers are mostly supplied by state dairy companies, while the 
importance is lower for contractors, only used to implement their needs. As for all 
processed products, another outlet for state dairies is the network of state shops 
affiliated to the General Establishment for Retail. 
 
Export market only concerns some quantities of white cheese and ghee in the Gulf 
area, predominantly exported by private traders; there is some direct export from 
state companies to foreign markets. 
 
Main findings: The informal sector dominates the Syrian dairy industry. The milk 
processed  (or simply sterilized for liquid consumption) by state and private dairies 
represents less than 10% of the total production. Even in this case, vertical relations 
between milk producers and processors are not regulated by contracts (except when 
co-ops market members milk, which is quite common for sheep milk) but are 
mediated by milk collectors; this situation makes quality management rather 
difficult.  

 
 
5. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 
The analysis developed in previous chapters shows that, in order to design and 
implement a coherent strategy for the development of Syrian agribusiness, it is 
necessary to solve some internal contradictions (as, for example, that existing 
between a policy for agricultural production aimed at the generation of an 
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exportable surplus, and the lack of any policy for export enhancement),  to remove 
some blocking factors (most of them are situated outside the agricultural and food 
sector) and to develop some pushing factors, especially in terms of agribusiness 
chain organization and offer of services. In this chapter, some considerations for 
such a development policy are suggested. 
 
 
5.1. Horizontal and vertical organization 
 
The lack of horizontal farmers organization and the bad quality of vertical 
coordination are among the basic questions in Syrian agricultural marketing. The 
only tool of supply management is presently the annual plan, which concerns only 
production functions, has decision points far from the farmer and, also due to 
gradual liberalization of agricultural marketing, in recent years lost part of its 
capacity. Concentration of supply is necessary for implementation of standardization 
and grading and for reaching the “critical mass” needed in order to enter foreign 
markets and even to differentiate products into domestic market (with a brand, or an 
organic foods label, etc.). It is also a way to facilitate vertical relations which, in 
turn, are necessary for quality management and in order to ensure good transmission 
of the price signal through the marketing chain. 
 
A starting point for this process of organization is the reorientation of  farmers co-
operatives and agricultural chambers. At best, these structures offer some services 
which are marketing pre-requisites, at the worst they are completely irrelevant for 
marketing. Co-ops  have not been conceived as a marketing tool, and their re-
orientation will be a difficult task: even the decision to found 24 new marketing co-
ops, one for animal products and one for vegetable products in each governorate 
except urban Damascus, is symptomatic of the bureaucratic nature of the co-ops 
system. However, they are existing structures and it is more realistic to think of 
transforming them, through management reorganization, concentration and 
specialization, into a marketing tool than planning some new network superposing 
present structures. 
 
Another important point for this reorganization is to provide legislative framework, 
as well as incentives (e.g. fiscal incentives or interest reduction on loans for specific 
projects) for integration contracts between farmers and processors. These contracts 
are useful for market stabilization, especially if price control is relaxed, as it is 
suggested (see para. 5.3) and allow to increase the control on raw material quality, 
thus improving the competitiveness of processed products through reduction of 
processing costs and increase of final quality. Especially for fresh products, it would 
also be highly beneficial to restructure wholesale markets (Souq el Hal for fruits and 
vegetables) in order to improve the quality and quantity of information and offer 
services to operators as well as physical infrastructures. 
 
 
5.2. Services implementation 

 
A realistic task for the state involvement in agricultural marketing is not to be the 
first actor – which is neither desirable nor easy, as the decline of the fruits and 
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vegetables marketing company demonstrates – but to offer basic services necessary 
for the development of private marketing. This cannot be seen as a neutral economic 
balance activity, as it is now the case for state companies, but as a public investment 
whose return is measured in terms of public welfare. An important service to offer 
to all the actors in the agro-food chain is market information. Now, farmers can 
chose when to sell or to which market they would carry their products only through 
direct information from traders who are generally interested to keep the deal. 
Information on traded quantities would help wholesalers to program their actions 
and exploit market opportunities. Competition among traders and agricultural trade 
restructuring would be stimulated, with advantages both for producers and 
consumers. An area where public services are essential for business success is 
export. Foreign markets information, search of potential partners, insurance on 
export operations risk, generic promotion are some of the needs in this area. Other 
more classical services need to be better coordinated and finalized, e.g.  agricultural 
research, extension, education and training (for both the private and public sectors). 
 
 
5.3. Removing blocking factors 

 
Current pricing system, at the production level but even more at the wholesale and 
retail levels, is a major constraint for the development of an agro-marketing system. 
It has been seen that, even when official prices are not compulsory, they strongly 
reduce the flexibility of firm competitive behavior, affect negatively products 
differentiation and repress the rise of demand for variety coming from consumers. 
Its liberalization is a necessary factor in order to increase competition among firms, 
thus their competitiveness. Another blocking factor concerns exchange rate and 
currency access. As it has been discussed (see para. 2.4), present constraints have 
two main negative effects; namely, they take foreign investors off Syria and are an 
obstacle for Syrian companies in their trade operations abroad. 
 
Import restrictions are considered a protective factor for domestic industry, and 
indeed they are. However, they reduce the stimulus for quality and competitiveness 
– as it is demonstrated by the comparison between Syrian and other countries’ 
products on foreign markets – and reduce the variety on the market, blocking the 
development of new potential business areas. While, in the present situation, a 
complete and sudden import ban removal would have destructive consequences; 
gradual but constant steps in this direction can be beneficial both to Syrian industry 
and consumers. 
 
 
5.4. Further privatization 

 
Syrian agribusiness sector needs the continuation of the effort started in the ‘80s 
aiming at the increase of private – both national and foreign – capitals invested in 
agriculture and, especially, in the food industry. Several proposals have been made 
in order to amend Law No. 10/1991, increasing incentives especially for foreign 
capital. The analysis of the law and of the projects approved since its promulgation 
suggests that probably it is not so much a question of improving the law  or 
extending its benefits, but of creating better conditions for its application, for 
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instance through higher import liberalization and better currency convertibility (see 
para. 5.3), better access to credit and capital market (see para. 5.6) or in general the 
improvement of business environment (see para. 5.5). 
But, further “privatization” also means introduction of innovative management and 
investment principles in the public sector (see the “Management by objectives new 
approach” box) and generally reducing the weight of government and parastatal 
entities in Syrian economy (see para. 6.5). 

 
The “management by objectives” new approach 
 

Management by objectives is seen as a first step in order to re-think the public sector economic 
policy and renew industrial sector. Its main general principle is to give the company administration 
board and production board the freedom to decide about production and be in a position to raise the 
company’s revenue. In the present system, the Supreme Planning Council is deciding both the 
investment and the production plan. In the new system, the production plan will be the responsibility 
of the company. The company board prepares an annual budget and an annual plan, including 
objectives and means (trade relations, commissions, incentives, overwork, etc.) to achieve them. The 
budget and the production plan are then approved by the competent ministry before becoming 
operational. 
 
In order to give the companies a solid financial position, the state will reevaluate their fixed capital, 
which has up to now the same nominal value as at the company creation. For example, the poultry 
company GOP has a nominal capital of 100 million pounds, but now the real value of its assets (11 
establishments) is probably higher than 1 billion pounds. The difference is the value the company 
management created up to now; the government will “restitute” this value reevaluating the nominal 
capital. This capital will be available for the company annual budgeting at the Ministry of Finance; if 
it is not enough for the needs of the budget, the company can have a loan from the “General Debt 
Fund” of the Ministry of Finance, but it will have to reimburse this loan. 
 
The new management rules will have, as objectives, to increase the productivity of labor, assets and 
inputs; if a company does not generate profits, it will not remain on the market. A new function, the 
cost directorate, will be activated in all state companies; the cost will become a dependent variable 
(while now it is taken as the starting point for the pricing system). Due to the new system of 
responsibility (the company’s management is responsible for the economic results), some procedures 
will be simplified. The company can buy inputs or carry out maintenance without announcing an 
auction for any order up to 200,000 pounds (now the ceiling is at 20,000) and will not need any 
caution on sales. 
 
Up to now, the new system has been tested in four large companies, one in the glass, one in the 
ceramic and two in the cotton sector, with good results. Now, the test has been extended to 30 
companies, again under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Industry (while the first four were large 
companies, these 30 are medium-small companies). Being experimental, the new management 
system is not yet based on a specific law (but a new law is in preparation); its basis is simply a 
government decision. 
The next step will be to amend the investment system, probably through a system of public holdings. 
There is hope to try the application of the management by objectives in an agricultural state company 
before the end of the year 2000. 
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5.5. Improvement of business environment 

 
Often ways for eliminating blocking factors for private, and especially foreign, 
investments are to be searched more in removal of administrative uncertainty and 
ensuring guarantees for investments than in explicit creation of incentives. This 
means, among other things, that a good law needs good by-laws in order to be 
correctly applied.  
As an example,  Law No.10/1991 states that foreign invested capitals and profits can 
be repatriated; it is clear how this will happen for a project generating an export 
flow, as export sales returns must be available for need of repatriation, while it is not 
clear how this would work in the case of projects oriented only to domestic market, 
as procedures are not defined. 
It is not possible here to develop this point, which needs much finer studies and 
would carry us far from the objectives of this report, but probably despite about 40 
bilateral agreements on foreign investment protections, several areas of apparent 
administrative incertitude exist. Only, as examples, some of them can be listed: 
• protection of intellectual property (which is, among other things, a    

necessary condition for licensing contracts, almost absent in Syrian food 
industry); 
• procedures of controversial solution between foreign investors and national       

partners; 
• timing and procedures of restitution of the amount asked by the Syrian 

government as a caution in auctions for supply to public sector (performance 
bond); and 
• possibility of agency contracts breakup for general interest or national 

security reasons. 
 
5.6. Financial system redefinition 

 
Limited access to credit, and more generally to financial market, is a major 
constraint both in agriculture and, even more, in the food industry. In agriculture, 
the strict link between credit system and planning system is a great factor of rigidity 
and potentially of distortion, if plan provisions are not accurate. It makes it difficult 
to raise the needed capital for crops and livestock raising outside the plan; loans are 
often available from middlemen who will trade farmers products, which is naturally 
beneficial but restrains farmers choice freedom and is an obstacle towards better 
horizontal and vertical organization. In the food industry access to bank credit is 
even more difficult, as banking system has been conceived and built in a framework 
where industrial sector was almost completely public. 
 
In general, public control of interest rates has been probably beneficial to investors 
in a time when Syrian economy presented a high inflation rate, but is presently 
penalizing them, as inflation is zero or slightly negative and the differential between 
interest and inflation rates amounts to several percentage points (between 4 and 10 
according to the sector and the category of customers). 
 
Moreover, general under-capitalization of Syrian banks is a further impediment for 
credit access, while all aversion factors for foreign investments discussed above are 
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also obstacles against the possibility to obtain loans from abroad, which is allowed 
by Law  No.10/1991. 

Broad suggestions in this area can be: 
• to innovate in the management of state banks, in order to make it less 

bureaucratic and more suitable to market needs; 
• to partially deregulate banking system, allowing private and/or foreign banks 

to enter the market, although with proper hints and limitations; 
• to remove rigidity factors for security issuance and access both for residents 

and non- residents; and 
• to create the conditions for new financial tools, particularly a stock exchange. 

6. PROJECT PROFILES  
 

Some of the implications presented in previous chapters involve major policy 
revisions and innovations, while others can be translated in specific projects. In this 
chapter, some possible projects are suggested, and feasibility studies profiles are 
shortly presented. 
 
6.1. Building a market information system 

 
i. Background and objectives 

Theoretically, several sources exist of documentation about current agricultural and 
food prices in Syria, although to a higher or lower extent, and in a more or less 
systematic way. Continuous price collection is made by the MAAR  (at wholesale 
level and some at farm level) and the MSIT (at wholesale and retail levels); less 
systematically and for more specific reasons, the Ministry of Economy and Foreign 
Trade (for customs purposes, at wholesale level) and the Ministry of Finance (for 
fiscal purposes, at wholesale and retail levels) also collect prices. However, none of 
these sources is organized for prices check, analysis and dissemination, while this 
kind of information would be very useful for farmers in order to choose where and 
possibly when to carry their products and for traders in order to arbitrate between 
geographical markets, so improving market efficiency. Other areas of market 
documentation are even less covered. No information is available on current traded 
quantities (and very few also on historic quantities) and food companies operations 
(a database is under construction at the Directorate for the Private Industrial and 
Handicrafts Sector of the Ministry of Industry, but it will collect only static 
information).  
 
The objective of the proposed study would, therefore, be to design a system for 
collection, clearance and public dissemination of market information for agricultural 
and food products, with the exception of those products where official mandatory 
pricing systems exist. 

 
ii. Contents 
The study should: 
• review extent, organization, reliability and present utilization of market 

information collected in Syrian agro-food system; 
• compare different sources, highlighting contradictions and overlaps, and 

suggest a rationalization of these collecting systems; 
• make recommendations about information collection and management staff 
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and its training; extent, market levels and periodicity of price collection; extent 
of traded quantity information and food companies monitoring; systems of data 
transmission and processing; frequency, media utilization and accessibility  of 
disseminated information; and 
• estimate the cost of building and maintaining the market information system. 

 
iii. Methodology 

Documentation collection at relevant ministries offices; quantitative analysis on 
prices, margins and geographical differentials; interviews with farmers, traders and 
administration officers; desk  work. 

 
iv. Human resources 

An agricultural economist, with experience in agricultural marketing and 
information systems management, for 8 weeks; local support for recorded price 
collection. 

 
 

6.2. Improving the organization of the wholesale fruits and vegetables 
markets 

 
i. Background and objectives 

Souq el Hal exists in all Syrian governorates, and they represent by far the most 
important marketing channel for fresh fruits and vegetables, and an important way 
also for products destined to processing. However, organization and management of 
these markets shows many weakness points in terms of market information (see 
para. 6.1), physical infrastructures, standardization of products offered, compliance 
with allowed commission rates, access control and waste handling. 
 
The objective of the proposed study would, therefore, be to analyze in detail 
organization and management of such markets, from the legal, economic and 
commercial points of view,  and make proposals for improving their effectiveness. 

 
ii. Contents 
The feasibility study should: 
• examine legal and regulatory aspects concerning wholesale fruits and 

vegetables markets in Syria (competence and responsibilities of local and central 
institutions, regulation of market operations, responsibility regime of traders, 
regulations against anti-competitive behavior,  …); 
• on a sample of wholesale markets (probably 3-4 would be enough), record 

and analyze market organization (functions of trade commission, licensees, fees 
and charges for market area utilization, arbitrating procedures, security 
requirements, communication with other markets, …), operational aspects 
(controls on vehicles and products entry and exit, internal circulation, products 
standardization, products handling, trading days, delivery and trading hours, …), 
contractual aspects (information and transparency, contract clauses and 
commissions, minimum lot size, transaction records and receipts, …), services 
(parking, cleaning and waste disposal, cold storage, warehouses, pre-packaging 
areas, …); 
• make recommendations for the improvement and better coordination of the 
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above aspects; and 
• starting from the present situation of the sampled markets, make a 

preliminary estimation of the cost of restructuring following different hypothesis 
on its comprehensiveness.  

 
iii. Methodology 

Collection and analysis of legislation (laws and by-laws); market visits, interviews 
with farmers, traders (commissioners, wholesalers, retailers, …), trade commissions; 
desk work. 

 
iv. Human resources 

An agricultural economist, with specific experience in fruits and vegetables marketing 
and wholesale markets organization, for 6 weeks; local support for legislation 
collection. 
6.3. Developing agricultural marketing farmer controlled businesses 

 
i. Background and objectives 

The Syrian agricultural co-operative sector is quite disappointing if one looks  at it as a 
tool for developing marketing of farms products. The vast majority of the co-operatives  
is far from marketing problems; when they sell products it is often through contracts 
with state companies. Generally, farmers prefer dealing with middlemen because they 
are paid cash and they have less bureaucratic complications. In many cases, middlemen 
profits are lower than badly managed co-op operating costs, although these are largely 
supported by the state. However, there are also signs of possible opportunistic traders’ 
behavior. Trade commission, officially not exceeding 5% (which is rather low) can in 
fact reach 20% or  30% (which is very high). In some cases, co-operatives can be more 
effective than middlemen in organizing deliveries to a processing industry.   But above 
all, in a social and economic environment which is experiencing a clear, although 
gradual, evolution towards market liberalization, the establishment of new companies, 
consumption patterns modification, co-ops or other farmer controlled business 
organizations can be the way to transmit these signals to farmers, while middlemen are 
in principle adverse to any change.  
 
The objective of the feasibility study will be to assess in which sub-sectors and market 
conditions co-operative evolution towards marketing, or eventually creation of new 
forms of farmer controlled business, can be beneficial to farmers and generally to 
vertical relations improvement. 

 
ii. Contents 

The proposed study should: 
• carry a detailed analysis of farmers co-operatives in the different sub-sectors of 

Syrian agriculture, their management and tasks, their links with the public sector, 
vertical organization and decision processes; 
• analyze the way farmers route their products to the market or to processing 

companies, which kind of middlemen they use, how are contractual relations 
defined, either with the customer  (wholesaler or processor) or the middleman, 
which marketing margins apply; 
• for some selected sub-sectors, assess if and what kind of farmer controlled 

business can improve vertical organization optimizing information flows, reducing 
marketing margins or favoring better adjustment between demand and supply; and 
• suggest, for the same sub-sectors, conditions and rules for internal organization 
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(members obligations, decision taking process, technical assistance and extension 
activities, …), pre-marketing activities (as fruits and vegetables  sorting, or milk 
refrigerated collecting) and marketing management of farmer controlled business. 

 
 

iii. Methodology 
Analysis of documentation and interviews on agricultural co-operative system; 
extensive partly structured interviews with farmers about their marketing activity; desk 
work. 

 
iv. Human resources 

One agricultural economist, with experience in marketing institutions and market 
structure analysis, for 8 weeks; support for collection and analysis of co-operative sector 
documentation. 

 
6.4. Corporativisation of agricultural and food state companies 

 
i. Background and objectives 

Many state food companies are experiencing great difficulties in their competition 
with private companies. They are less innovative and more commodity -oriented, 
have lower capitalization and more constraints in their trade relations. In general, 
they have limited decision power and responsibility, and as a consequence worse 
management (subjectively or objectively). Agricultural farms are in a better 
competitive position, also because they are not confronted with the same kind of 
competition, but often they present similar management problems. In some cases 
(especially at the agricultural level), the existence of state companies is justified as 
they offer strategic services or inputs, but in many cases there isn’t any reason why 
these businesses must be state controlled. Without some institutional and/or 
organizational change, these companies would see their relative competitiveness 
progressively weakened, and, in some cases, could accumulate important losses. 
 
The objective of this study will be to study in detail agricultural and food state 
sectors, and to suggest solutions to improve their competitiveness and assure their 
economic sustainability. 

 
ii. Contents 
The study should: 
• realize a detailed analysis, through the paradigm structure-conduct-

performance, of the public sector in agriculture and in food industry; 
• forecast possible scenarios under different hypothesis of institutional and/or 

organizational companies innovation (coming from the adoption of  new 
management approach up to the transformation into public-private joint ventures 
or even total privatization) and evaluate the feasibility of these hypotheses; and 
• recommend for each of the state companies in agriculture (9) and in food 

industry (22) optimal solution in order to improve competitiveness and assure 
economic sustainability. 
 

 
iii. Methodology 

Individual structured interviews with each one of the state agricultural and food 
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companies; industrial organization analysis of the public sector and, to the extent 
allowed by available information, competing private sub-sectors; firms balance 
sheets reconstruction and analysis; desk work. 

 
iv. Human resources 

An agricultural economist, with specific competence in agribusiness management, 
for 8 weeks; an industrial economist, with experience in S-C-P analysis, for 6 
weeks; and a business economist, with experience in balance sheets analysis, for 3 
weeks; qualified support for questionnaires. 
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ANNEX II.  LIST OF INTERVIEWED PEOPLE 
 

� Serry El Aiul, Director General, General Organization for Food Industries 
� Mohammad Almufa’alni, Director of Trading, Al Ariaf Dairy Company 
� Sameh Aloush , General Manager, Agricultural Cooperative Bank 
� Mohammed Jamal Alsatel, Director, Directorate for Price Affairs, Ministry 

of Supply and Internal Trade 
� Majd Ayoub, General Manager, Federation of the Syrian  Chambers of 

Agriculture 
� George Catinis, Manager, EICC, Syrian European Business Center 
� Barakat Chaheen, Director, Directorate for the Private Industrial and 

Handicrafts Sector, Ministry of Industry 
� Abed Al Nabi Daada, Director, Directorate for Marketing and International 

Trade, Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade 
� Mohammed Zein El Din, Director, Directorate for the Economic Sector, 

Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform (MAAR) 
� Lorenzo Galanti, Counselor for Economic Affairs, Italian Embassy 
� Akram Ghanem, General Manager, Modern Company for Conserves and 

Agricultural Industries 
� Mamun Al Hyjazi, Cheese trader 
� Fadi Istwani, Manager, Business Upgrading, Syrian European Business 

Center 
� Falah S. Jabr, Secretary-General ,  Arab Federation for Food Industries 
� S. Kaakeh, Chairman and General Director, Bakri Kaakeh Sons Co. (Dolls) 
� Bassel Katabi, Manager, Export Promotion, Syrian European Business 

Center 
� Kamal Jad Al Karim Hudifa, Chairman, Agricultural Chamber of Suwaydah 
� Hassan Katana , Director, Directorate for Agricultural Affairs, MAAR 
� Ghassan Hamadeh El Khayat, Professor of Food Science, Damascus 

University 
� Mohammed Khazma, Director, Directorate for Agricultural Economics, 

MAAR 
� Makhlouf Makhlouf, General Director G.O.P. (Poultry State Company) 
� Rafic Mohammad Mayhob, Vice-president, Federation of Farmers Unions 
� Mohammad Al Moussa , Chairman, Al-Chark Company for Food Products, 

and general director of beer, biscuits and chocolate branch 
� Khaled Al Sabi Al Najiar, Professor of Agricultural Economics, University 

of Aleppo 
� Rimon Najjar , General manager of dairy branch, , Al-Chark Company for 

Food Products 
� Mohammed Ali Al Sabbagh, General Manager, Agrosyr (Ghadak), Syrian 

Arab Company for the Development of Agricultural Products 
� Chihade Salaheldin, President, Fresh Mountain Juice Co. (Jabal Al Asser) 
� Said Sallam, Fruits and vegetables trader and Director of the Trade Union of 

Souq El Hal, Damascus. 
� Mohammad Sarakbi, Director of the Investment Office, Council of 

Ministers  
� Omar L. Al Shalet, Chairman, Federation of the Syrian  Chambers of 

Agriculture 
� Jean Jacques Sgaravizzi, Consultant for marketing of food products, Syrian 

European Business Center 
� Nahi Al Shibani , Director, Directorate for Statistics and Planning, MAAR 
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� Ahmad Al Youssef, Commercial Director, Damas Dairy Company 
� A fruit cool storage plant owner 
� Two dairy farmers and two fruit farmers  

ANNEX III.  LIST OF COMPANIES INTERVIEWED THROUGH STRUCTURED 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
 
 
State agricultural companies affiliated to the Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian 
Reform 
Company Main products 
General Establishment for Agricultural Mechanization – 
Damascus 

Mechanization services 

General Organization for Seeds Multiplication – Damascus Seeds 
General Establishment for Fodder - Damascus Foodstuff 
General Establishment for Cattle - Hama Milk, beef, calves 
General Establishment for Fish – Jabla (Lattakia) Fish 
General Establishment for State farms – Deir-ezzor Crops 
General Establishment for Poultry – Damascus Poultry 
 
Agricultural private/public joint ventures (under Decree 10/86 provisions) 
Company Main products 
Baraka Company for Agricultural and Livestock Production – 
Damascus 

Crops, fruits 

Al Kalamon Company – Damascus Crops, fruits, honey 
Al Cham Company – Damascus Flowers 
Ghadak Company - Damascus Crops, canned 

vegetables 
Nama Company – Damascus Crops, flowers 
 
State food companies affiliated to the General Organization for Food Industries 
Company Industry 
Drakish Water Bottling Company – Drakish (Tartous) Non- alcoholic 

beverages 
Boukein Water Bottling Company – Boukein  Non- alcoholic 

beverages 
Grape Processing Company – Zaydal (Homs) Alcoholic beverages 

(distillates) 
Syrian Arab Company for Grape Processing – Al Suwaydah Alcoholic beverages 

(distillates) 
Barada Company for Processing Beer – Kodsaya (Damascus) Alcoholic beverages 

(Beer) 
Alshark Company for Food Products – Aleppo Alcoholic beverages 

(beer); cereals 
derivatives; sugar and 
sweets; milk and dairy 
products  

General Establishment for Pasta and Vermicelli – Dar’ah Cereals derivatives 
Kamilia Company for Food Products – Damascus Cereals derivatives 
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Al Ghraoui Syrian Company for Biscuits and Chocolates – 
Damascus 

Cereals derivatives; 
sugar and sweets 

Syrian Arab Company for Dairy Products – Damascus Milk and dairy products 
Dairy Company – Homs Milk and dairy products 
Drying Onion and Vegetables Company - Al Salamiah 
(Hama) 

Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Canned Food and Agricultural Products Modern Company - 
Damascus 

Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Canned food economic unit – Idlab Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Canned food economic unit – Al Mayaden (Dar Al Zowr) Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Canned food economic unit – Al Hasakah Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Syrian Coastal Company for Canned and Processed food – 
Jabla (Lattakia) 

Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Syrian Can Company – Mzareeb (Dar’ah) Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Syrian Arab Company for Sudanese Pistachio Processing and 
Marketing – Tartous 

Processed fruits and 
vegetables 

Syrian Industrial Company for Vegetable Oils – Aleppo Oils and fats 
Oils Company – Hama Oils and fats 
Arab Soap and Oil Processing Company – Damascus Other processed food 
 
State companies affiliated to the Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade 
Company  
 

Main products 

General Establishment for Ginning and Marketing Cotton – 
Aleppo 

Cotton and cotton seeds 

 
State companies affiliated to the Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade 
Company Industry 
General Establishment for Fruits and Vegetables – Damascus Distribution of fresh 

fruits and vegetables 
 



1 - Population of Syria at the time of censuses (1970, 1981, 1994) and mid year estimations (1995-1999)

number/000/

YEAR MALES FEMALES TOTAL
1960 2344 2221 4565
1970 3233 3072 6305
1981 4622 4424 9046
1994 7049 6733 13782
1995 7238 6915 14153
1996 7477 7142 14619
1997 7723 7377 15100
1998 7965 7632 15597
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2 - Population of Syria at the time of censuses (1970, 1981, 1994) and 1998 estimation, by age group ans sex

AGE GROUOP 1970 CENSUS 1981 CENSUS 1994 CENSUS 1998 ESTIMATE
Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total

Less than year 120 111 231 182 171 353 206 191 397 239 213 452
1---------4 494 465 959 710 685 1395 850 803 1653 956 908 1864
5---------9 559 517 1076 723 693 1416 1087 1033 2120 1227 1168 2395
10------14 443 398 841 632 589 1221 1030 975 2005 1163 1106 2269
15------19 307 295 602 525 494 1019 814 785 1599 924 893 1817
20------24 239 222 461 385 373 758 632 622 1256 717 702 1419
25------29 169 183 352 284 277 561 527 518 1045 597 588 1185
30-----34 156 167 323 227 224 451 427 420 847 494 481 975
35-----39 158 159 317 172 175 347 332 320 652 374 366 740
40-----44 138 125 263 164 166 330 271 256 527 303 290 593
45-----49 107 96 203 141 139 280 202 190 392 231 214 445
50-----54 79 75 154 151 138 289 170 171 341 191 191 382
55-----59 62 56 118 97 85 182 135 129 264 151 145 296
60-----64 63 66 129 80 75 155 144 133 277 159 153 312

65  + 139 137 276 149 140 289 222 187 409 239 214 453
Total 3233 3072 6305 4622 4424 9046 7049 6733 13784 7965 7632 15597

*the number doesn’t include Syrian population abroad

POPULATION OF SYRIA AT THE TIME OF(1970-1981-1994) CENSUSES &1998 ESTIMATE BY AGEGROUPS AND SEX

AGE GROUOP 1970 CENSUS 1981 CENSUS 1994 CENSUS 1998 ESTIMATE
Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total

Less than year 120 111 231 182 171 353 206 191 397 239 213 452
1---------4 494 465 959 710 685 1395 850 803 1653 956 908 1864
5---------9 559 517 1076 723 693 1416 1087 1033 2120 1227 1168 2395
10------14 443 398 841 632 589 1221 1030 975 2005 1163 1106 2269

Total 1616 1491 3107 2247 2138 4385 3173 3002 6175 3585 3395 6980
15------19 307 295 602 525 494 1019 814 785 1599 924 893 1817
20------24 239 222 461 385 373 758 632 622 1256 717 702 1419
25------29 169 183 352 284 277 561 527 518 1045 597 588 1185
30-----34 156 167 323 227 224 451 427 420 847 494 481 975
35-----39 158 159 317 172 175 347 332 320 652 374 366 740
40-----44 138 125 263 164 166 330 271 256 527 303 290 593
45-----49 107 96 203 141 139 280 202 190 392 231 214 445
50-----54 79 75 154 151 138 289 170 171 341 191 191 382
55-----59 62 56 118 97 85 182 135 129 264 151 145 296
60-----64 63 66 129 80 75 155 144 133 277 159 153 312

65  + 139 137 276 149 140 289 222 187 409 239 214 453
Total 1617 1581 3198 2375 2286 4661 3876 3731 7609 4380 4237 8617

Grand total 3233 3072 6305 4622 4424 9046 7049 6733 13784 7965 7632 15597
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3 - Population proportional distribution at the time of censuses (1970, 1981, 1994) and 1998 estimate by age group and sex

Age GROUPS 1970 census 1981 census 1994 census 1998 estimate
Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total

Less than year 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.9 3.9 2.9 2.8 2.9 3 2.8 2.9
1---------4 15.3 15.1 15.2 15.4 15.5 15.4 12.1 11.9 12 12 11.9 12
5---------9 17.3 16.8 17.1 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.4 15.3 15.4 15.4 15.3 15.4
10------14 13.7 13 13.3 13.7 13.3 13.5 14.6 14.5 14.5 14.6 14.5 14.5
15------19 9.5 9.6 9.6 11.4 11.2 11.3 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.6 11.7 11.6
20------24 7.4 7.2 7.3 8.3 8.4 8.4 9 9.2 9.1 9 9.2 9.1
25------29 5.2 6 5.6 6.1 6.3 6.2 7.5 7.7 7.6 7.5 7.7 7.6
30-----34 4.8 5.4 5.1 4.9 5.1 5 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.2
35-----39 4.9 5.2 5 3.7 4 3.8 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.7
40-----44 4.3 4.1 4.2 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8
45-----49 3.3 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.9
50-----54 2.4 2.4 2.4 3.3 3.1 3.2 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4
55-----59 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.9 2 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9
60-----64 2 2.1 2 1.7 1.7 1.7 2 2 2 2 2 2
65  + 4.3 4.6 4.4 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.1 2.8 3 3 2.8 3
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

AGE GROUOP 1970 CENSUS 1981 CENSUS 1994 CENSUS 1998 ESTIMATE
Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total

Less than year 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.9 3.9 2.9 2.8 2.9 3 2.8 2.9
1---------4 15.3 15.1 15.2 15.4 15.5 15.4 12.1 11.9 12 12 11.9 12
5---------9 17.3 16.8 17.1 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.4 15.3 15.4 15.4 15.3 15.4
10------14 13.7 13 13.3 13.7 13.3 13.5 14.6 14.5 14.5 14.6 14.5 14.5

Total 50 48.5 49.3 48.6 48.3 48.4 45 44.5 44.8 45 44.5 44.8
15------19 9.5 9.6 9.6 11.4 11.2 11.3 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.6 11.7 11.6
20------24 7.4 7.2 7.3 8.3 8.4 8.4 9 9.2 9.1 9 9.2 9.1
25------29 5.2 6 5.6 6.1 6.3 6.2 7.5 7.7 7.6 7.5 7.7 7.6
30-----34 4.8 5.4 5.1 4.9 5.1 5 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.2
35-----39 4.9 5.2 5 3.7 4 3.8 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.7
40-----44 4.3 4.1 4.2 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8
45-----49 3.3 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.9
50-----54 2.4 2.4 2.4 3.3 3.1 3.2 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4
55-----59 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.9 2 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9
60-----64 2 2.1 2 1.7 1.7 1.7 2 2 2 2 2 2

65  + 4.3 4.6 4.4 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.1 2.8 3 3 2.8 3
Total 50 51.5 50.7 51.4 51.7 51.6 55 55.5 55.2 55 55.5 55.2

Grand total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Population proportion by the time of census

Total
11% Males

11%

Females
1981 census

12%Total
12%

Males
9%

Females
1994 census

9%

Total
9%

Males
9%

Females
1998 estimate

9%

Total
9%
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4 - Population proportional distribution at the time of censuses (1970, 1981, 1994) 
and 1998 estimate by mohafazat, and annual growth rate

Mohafazat %of Mohafazat population Annual growth rate / 000
from total population

1960 1970 1981 1994 1960-1970 1970-1981 1981-1994
Damascus 11.6 13.3 12.3 10.1 46.7 26.3 18
Da-Rural-area 10.4 9.9 10.1 11.9 45.8 36.2 45.9
Aleppo 21 20.9 20.8 21.6 32.4 33 36.1
Homs 8.8 8.7 9 8.8 31.5 37.2 31.6
Hama 7.1 8.1 8.1 8 33.3 33.2 31.1
Latakia 11.5 6.2 6.1 5.4 27.9 32.7 23.6
Deir-er-Zor 4.8 4.6 4.5 5.2 26.4 31 43.6
Idleb 7.3 6.1 6.4 6.6 26 36.4 34.8
Al-Hasaeh 7.7 7.4 7.4 7.4 26.7 33.2 33.1
Al-Rakka 3.9 3.8 3.9 4 31.7 33.1 35.9
Al-Sweida 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.9 34.5 32.9 23
Dar'a 3.7 3.7 4 4.4 53 41.5 40.3
Trrtous 0 4.5 4.9 4.3 31.8 35.6 21.9
Qunetira 0 0.3 0.3 0.3 32.8 43.4 48.8
Total 100 100 100 100 32.8 33.5 33
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5 - Urban and rural population by mohafazat and sex in 1960,1970,1981,1994
/000/

Mohafazat 1960 1970 1981 1994 estimate
Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total
Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total Males Total

Damascus 273 530 0 0 273 530 431 837 0 0 431 837 651 1251 0 0 651 1251 803 1552 0 0 803 1552
Da-Rural-area 37 74 206 399 243 473 94 182 227 439 321 621 169 328 302 591 471 919 338 644 405 807 743 1451
Aleppo 244 474 248 483 492 957 367 708 309 609 676 1317 577 1114 376 755 953 1869 987 1883 475 973 1462 2856
Homs 78 150 128 251 206 401 131 254 148 292 279 546 216 419 199 394 415 813 364 701 302 600 666 1301
Hama 61 118 106 206 167 324 91 175 172 340 263 515 128 248 248 486 376 734 195 376 378 740 573 1116
Latakia 58 111 215 416 273 527 77 149 125 241 202 390 119 232 166 323 285 555 191 367 239 467 430 834
Deir-er-Zor 29 58 84 163 113 221 46 89 102 204 148 293 65 125 142 284 207 409 96 186 207 413 303 599
Idleb 26 51 145 282 171 333 44 85 152 299 196 384 62 121 232 459 294 580 96 187 381 750 477 937
Al-Hasaeh 31 58 151 295 182 353 50 96 189 372 239 468 99 194 233 469 332 663 220 416 298 614 518 1030
Al-Rakka 8 15 85 163 93 178 21 39 107 205 128 244 69 135 108 213 177 348 181 361 81 157 262 518
Al-Sweida 12 24 37 76 49 100 20 39 50 101 70 140 29 57 70 142 99 199 47 91 103 209 150 300
Dar'a 11 22 71 146 82 168 17 33 99 199 116 232 40 78 142 285 182 363 102 193 205 423 307 616
Trrtous 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 55 126 247 155 302 46 89 182 354 228 443 82 155 272 534 354 689
Qunetira 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 16 9 16 0 0 13 26 13 26 0 0 23 45 23 45
Total 868 1685 1476 2880 2344 4565 1418 2741 1815 3564 3233 6305 2270 4391 2413 4781 4683 9172 3702 7112 3369 6732 7071 13844
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6 - Urban population distribution at the Time of Censuses (1960, 1970, 1981, 1994) by Mohafazat 

Mohafazat 1960 1970 1981 1994
urban Total % urban Total % urban Total % urban Total %

Damascus 530 530 100.00 837 837 100.00 1251 1251 100.00 1552 1552 100.00
Da-Rural-area 74 473 15.64 182 621 29.31 328 919 35.69 644 1451 44.38
Aleppo 474 957 49.53 708 1317 53.76 1114 1869 59.60 1883 2856 65.93
Homs 150 401 37.41 254 546 46.52 419 813 51.54 701 1301 53.88
Hama 118 324 36.42 175 515 33.98 248 734 33.79 376 1116 33.69
Latakia 111 527 21.06 149 390 38.21 232 555 41.80 367 834 44.00
Deir-er-Zor 58 221 26.24 89 293 30.38 125 409 30.56 186 599 31.05
Idleb 51 333 15.32 85 384 22.14 121 580 20.86 187 937 19.96
Al-Hasaeh 58 353 16.43 96 468 20.51 194 663 29.26 416 1030 40.39
Al-Rakka 15 178 8.43 39 244 15.98 135 348 38.79 361 518 69.69
Al-Sweida 24 100 24.00 39 140 27.86 57 199 28.64 91 300 30.33
Dar'a 22 168 13.10 33 232 14.22 78 363 21.49 193 616 31.33
Trrtous 0 0 55 302 18.21 89 443 20.09 155 689 22.50
Qunetira 0 0 0 16 0.00 0 26 0.00 0 45 0.00
Total 1685 4565 36.91 2741 6305 43.47 4391 9172 47.87 7112 13844 51.37
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7 - Rural population distribution at the Time of Censuses (1960, 1970, 1981, 1994) by Mohafazat 

Mohafazat 1960 1970 1981 1994
Rural Total % Rural Total % Rural Total % Rural Total %

Damascus 0 530 0.00 0 837 0.00 0 1251 0.00 0 1552 0.00
Da-Rural-area 399 473 84.36 439 621 70.69 591 919 64.31 807 1451 55.62
Aleppo 483 957 50.47 609 1317 46.24 755 1869 40.40 973 2856 34.07
Homs 251 401 62.59 292 546 53.48 394 813 48.46 600 1301 46.12
Hama 206 324 63.58 340 515 66.02 486 734 66.21 740 1116 66.31
Latakia 416 527 78.94 241 390 61.79 323 555 58.20 467 834 56.00
Deir-er-Zor 163 221 73.76 204 293 69.62 284 409 69.44 413 599 68.95
Idleb 282 333 84.68 299 384 77.86 459 580 79.14 750 937 80.04
Al-Hasaeh 295 353 83.57 372 468 79.49 469 663 70.74 614 1030 59.61
Al-Rakka 163 178 91.57 205 244 84.02 213 348 61.21 157 518 30.31
Al-Sweida 76 100 76.00 101 140 72.14 142 199 71.36 209 300 69.67
Dar'a 146 168 86.90 199 232 85.78 285 363 78.51 423 616 68.67
Trrtous 0 0 247 302 81.79 354 443 79.91 534 689 77.50
Qunetira 0 0 16 16 100.00 26 26 100.00 45 45 100.00
Total 2880 4565 63.09 3564 6305 56.53 4781 9172 52.13 6732 13844 48.63
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8 - Population of 10 years and over by educational status and sex (1978-1993)

Year& Sex illiterate literate and over Total
Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Total

                M 233663 438216 1223541 1006966 1457204 1445182 2902386
1978         F 499860 1024572 880420 406942 1380280 1431514 2811794
                T 733523 1462788 2103961 1413908 2837484 2876696 5714180
                M 258598 422063 1261622 1070890 1520220 1492953 3013173
1979         F 559849 1023356 840978 443316 1400827 1466672 2867499
                T 818447 1445419 2102600 1514206 2921047 2959625 5880672
                M 241484 414343 1413536 1222104 1655020 1636447 3291467
1983         F 497000 1062390 1058859 549206 1555859 1611596 3167455
                T 738484 1476733 2472395 1771310 3210879 3248043 6458922
                M 215055 295689 1978821 1718588 2193876 2014277 4208153
1989         F 535982 830752 1546632 1126432 2082614 1957184 4039798
                T 751037 1126441 3525453 2845020 4276490 3971461 8247951
                M 203668 263567 2209389 1881005 2413057 2144572 4557629
1991         F 512225 789517 1725710 1216951 2237935 2006468 4244403
                T 715893 1053084 3935099 3097956 4650992 4151040 8802032
                M total urban 557000 4418000 4975000
1993         F and rural 1438000 3261000 4699000
                T 1995000 7679000 9674000

من نتائج المسح الديمغرافي لعام/١٩٩٣*
١٩٩٥ نشرة
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9 - Hoseholds, population in households and average households size by mohafazat  and habitat (1960, 1970, 1981)

Mohafazat Urban Rural Total
No. of Households Average No. of Households Average No. of Households Average
households Population Size of households Population Size of households Population Size of

Households Households Households
Damascus- 1960 101632 520772 5.1 0 0 0 101632 520772 5.1
City            1970 147143 824113 5.6 0 0 0 147143 824113 5.6

1981 229452 1251028 5.5 0 0 0 229452 1251028 5.5
Damascus  1960 15358 73018 4.8 75182 379835 5 90540 452853 4.9

1970 29591 180227 6.1 75799 438974 5.8 105390 619201 5.9
1981 54605 328105 6 88601 590691 6.7 143206 918796 6.4
1960 87227 466653 5.4 85434 458840 5.4 172661 925493 5.4

Aleppo        1970 118094 701293 5.9 104459 607845 5.8 222553 1309138 5.9
1981 186122 1114463 6 121220 754786 6.2 307342 1869249 6.1
1960 27010 148506 5.5 40312 228357 5.7 67322 376863 5.6

Homs          1970 41240 252196 6.1 47286 291564 6.2 88526 543760 6.1
1981 66791 418819 6.3 58977 393698 6.7 125768 812517 6.5
1960 19906 116677 5.9 35171 194152 5.5 55077 310829 5.6

Hama          1970 26558 173816 6.5 55323 339816 6.1 81881 513632 6.3
1981 38951 247743 6.4 70703 486590 6.9 109654 734333 6.7
1960 21545 109292 5.1 74175 403445 5.4 95720 512737 5.4

Lattakia       1970 26538 147764 5.6 41447 240297 5.8 67985 388061 5.7
1981 39747 231555 5.8 50223 323228 6.4 89970 554783 6.2
1960 9239 56235 6.1 26918 156046 6.8 36157 212281 5.9

Deir_ezor    1970 12909 88123 6.8 31534 202993 6.4 44443 291116 6.6
1981 17732 124564 7 39957 284566 7.1 57689 409130 7.1
1960 9520 49705 5.2 49764 258190 5.2 59284 307895 5.2

 Idleb           1970 14399 84316 5.9 54146 298534 5.5 68545 382850 5.6
1981 19351 121379 6.3 72669 458612 6.3 92020 579991 6.3
1960 10450 56869 5.4 45407 250603 5.6 55857 307472 5.5

Al-Hasakeh  1970 15733 94960 6 60494 371179 6.1 76227 466139 6.1
1981 30445 193890 6.4 70507 468534 6.6 100952 662424 6.6
1960 2523 13929 6.5 23061 123189 5.3 25584 137118 5.4

Al-Rakka     1970 6408 38956 6.1 35960 204210 5.7 42368 243166 5.7
1981 20772 134904 6.5 33136 213468 6.4 53908 348372 6.5
1960 5011 24105 4.8 14001 67719 4.8 19012 91824 4.8

Al-Sweida    1970 7141 38377 5.4 18225 100932 5.5 25366 139309 5.5
1981 10487 57381 5.5 24227 141733 5.9 34714 199114 5.7
1960 4158 22679 5.5 26969 140542 5.2 31127 163221 5.2

Dar,a           1970 5625 33022 5.9 33033 199231 6 38658 232253 6
1981 11270 77769 6.9 39768 235200 7.2 51038 312969 7.1
1960 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tartous        1970 9800 54855 5.6 40257 246708 6.1 50057 301563 6
1981 15681 89328 5.7 54011 353440 6.5 69692 442768 6.4
1960 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Quneitra      1970 0 0 0 2697 16490 6.1 2697 16490 6.1
1981 0 0 0 3971 26148 6.6 3971 26148 6.6
1960 313579 1658440 5.3 497394 2660918 5.3 810973 1658440 5.3

Total            1970 461179 2712021 5.9 600660 3558772 5.9 1061839 6270793 5.9
1981 741406 4390928 5.9 727970 4780694 6.6 1469376 9171622 6.2

* Source:1960 and1970 Population censuses.
Preliminary results of 1981 population census
*note:Bedouins in1960 are excluded
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10 - Population, manpower and labourforce by sex (1978-1991) (thousands)

YEAR Labour force Manpower Population
& Employed Unemployed Total
SEX Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Total
           M 813 856 39 40 1748 1426 1402 2054 2231 4285
1978    F 106 159 4 7 276 1349 1389 1940 2177 4117
           T 919 1015 43 47 2024 2775 2791 3994 4408 8402
           M 873 889 31 38 1831 1485 1451 2165 2281 4446
1979    F 93 237 5 8 343 1365 1412 2021 2256 4277
           T 966 1126 36 46 2174 2850 2863 4186 4537 8723
           M 943 943 34 31 1951 2623 1598 2339 2579 4918
1983    F 122 238 3 9 372 1542 1535 2188 2522 4710
           T 1065 1181 37 40 2323 3165 3183 4527 5101 9628
           M 1138 808 51 32 2029 1875 1370 2745 2160 4905
1984    F 133 167 7 20 327 1791 1329 2622 2089 4711
           T 1271 975 58 52 2356 3666 2699 5365 4251 9616
           M 1307 1148 77 56 2588 2143 1981 3025 2961 5986
1989    F 171 273 21 27 492 2056 1932 2830 2903 5733
           T 1478 1419 98 83 3078 4199 3913 5855 5864 11719
           M 1459 1251 92 56 2858 2371 2118 3272 3222 6494
1991    F 186 354 50 38 628 2217 1989 3064 2971 6035
           T 1645 1605 142 94 3486 4588 4107 6336 6193 12529
*Population ofthis table is the result of labowerforce survey

a b c d e f g h I j
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11 - Population, manpower and labourforce by habitat (1978-1991) (thousands)

YEAR Labour force Manpower Population
& Employed Unemployed Total
SEX Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Total

1978 919 1015 43 47 2024 2775 2791 3994 4408 8402
1979 966 1126 36 46 2174 2850 2863 4186 4537 8723
1983 1065 1181 37 40 2323 3165 3183 4527 5101 9628
1984 1271 975 58 52 2356 3666 2699 5365 4251 9616
1989 1478 1419 98 83 3078 4199 3913 5855 5864 11719
1991 1645 1605 142 94 3486 4588 4107 6336 6193 12529

A B C D E F G H I J
%ur empl- %Ru emp- %Ur labour%Ru labour % total lab-
ed to total ed to total force to Ur force to Ru our force to
Labour forceLabour forcepopulation population total pop-

0.96 0.96 0.24 0.24 0.24
0.96 0.96 0.24 0.26 0.25
0.97 0.97 0.24 0.24 0.24
0.96 0.95 0.25 0.24 0.25
0.94 0.94 0.27 0.26 0.26
0.92 0.94 0.28 0.27 0.28
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12 - Syrian Population (10 Years Of Age And Over) By Educational Status, Sex and Habitat (1970, 1981, 1994)
a b c d e f h I

Education Status 1970 % from all 1981 % from all 1994 %from all
Urban Rural Total population Urban Rural Total population Urban Rural Total population

                           M 220974 488124 709098 11.25 219057 419365 638422 6.96 220040 343340 563380 4.09
Illiterate                F 466855 982234 1449089 22.98 503687 1018510 1522197 16.6 476730 917750 1394480 10.12
                           T 687829 1470358 2158187 34.23 722744 1437875 2160619 23.56 696770 1261090 1957860 14.21
                           M 343807 389162 732969 11.63 445852 467237 913089 9.96 614950 724600 1339550 9.72
Literate                F 208835 88897 297732 4.72 324117 230590 554707 6.05 528430 514880 1043310 7.57
                           T 552642 478059 1030701 16.35 769969 697827 1467796 16 1143380 1239480 2382860 17.29
                           M 203512 173231 376743 5.98 392013 368169 760182 8.29 628040 571850 1199890 8.71
Primary                F 120475 33332 153807 2.44 258472 154716 413188 4.5 510830 422360 933190 6.77
                           T 323987 206563 530550 8.41 650485 522885 1173370 12.79 1138870 994210 2133080 15.48
                           M 72038 45659 117697 1.87 147112 118954 266066 2.9 315010 240450 555460 4.03

Intermediat           F 39207 5330 44537 0.71 106526 41772 148298 1.62 261010 148010 409020 2.97
                           T 111245 50989 162234 2.57 253638 160726 414364 4.52 576020 388460 964480 7.00
                           M 58374 23120 81494 1.29 114089 73797 187886 2.05 222030 139550 361580 2.62

Secondary            F 19980 1408 21388 0.34 62795 12767 75562 0.82 157260 56960 214220 1.55
                           T 78354 24528 102882 1.63 176884 86564 263448 2.87 379290 196510 575800 4.18
                           M 8284 6285 14569 0.23 24375 21869 46244 0.5 66470 57960 124430 0.90

Vocational            F 7325 734 8059 0.13 23674 5945 29619 0.32 78750 33110 111860 0.81
Certificate            T 15609 7019 22628 0.36 48049 27814 75863 0.83 145220 91070 236290 1.71
                           M 21365 3619 24984 0.40 50936 16922 67858 0.74 110980 45990 156970 1.14

University    &       F 4296 186 4482 0.07 14278 1168 15446 0.17 44330 8500 52830 0.38
Master Degree      T 25661 3805 29466 0.47 65214 18090 83304 0.91 155310 54490 209800 1.52
                           M 1836 149 1985 0.03 2353 252 2605 0.03 3830 810 4640 0.03
Doctorate             F 136 15 151 0.00 248 28 276 0 580 50 630 0.00
                           T 1972 164 2136 0.03 2601 280 2881 0.03 4410 860 5270 0.04
                           M 245 187 432 0.01 476 199 675 0.01 4890 1940 6830 0.05
Not Stated           F 142 104 246 0.00 276 438 714 0.01 3470 1330 4800 0.03
                           T 387 291 678 0.01 752 637 1389 0.02 8360 3270 11630 0.08
                           M 930435 1129536 2059971 32.67 1396263 1486764 2883027 31.43 2186240 2126490 4312730 31.29

Grand total           F 867251 1112240 1979491 31.40 1294073 1465934 2760007 30.09 2061390 2102950 4164340 30.22
                           T 1797686 2241776 4039462 64.07 2690336 2952698 5643034 61.52 4247630 4229440 8477070 61.51
                           M 72038 45659 117697 1.87 147112 118954 266066 2.9 315010 240450 555460 4.03

Intermediat           F 39207 5330 44537 0.71 106526 41772 148298 1.62 261010 148010 409020 2.97
                           T 111245 50989 162234 2.57 253638 160726 414364 4.52 576020 388460 964480 7.00
                           M 58374 23120 81494 1.29 114089 73797 187886 2.05 222030 139550 361580 2.62

Secondary            F 19980 1408 21388 0.34 62795 12767 75562 0.82 157260 56960 214220 1.55
                           T 78354 24528 102882 1.63 176884 86564 263448 2.87 379290 196510 575800 4.18
                           M 8284 6285 14569 0.23 24375 21869 46244 0.5 66470 57960 124430 0.90

Vocational            F 7325 734 8059 0.13 23674 5945 29619 0.32 78750 33110 111860 0.81
Certificate            T 15609 7019 22628 0.36 48049 27814 75863 0.83 145220 91070 236290 1.71
                           M 21365 3619 24984 0.4 50936 16922 67858 0.74 110980 45990 156970 1.14

University    &       F 4296 186 4482 0.07 14278 1168 15446 0.17 44330 8500 52830 0.38
Master Degree      T 25661 3805 29466 0.47 65214 18090 83304 0.91 155310 54490 209800 1.52
                           M 1836 149 1985 0.03 2353 252 2605 0.03 3830 810 4640 0.03
Doctorate             F 136 15 151 0 248 28 276 0 580 50 630 0.00
                           T 1972 164 2136 0.03 2601 280 2881 0.03 4410 860 5270 0.04
Total              M 161897 78832 240729 338865 231794 570659 718320 484760 1203080

intermediat to     F 70944 7673 78617 207521 61680 269201 541930 246630 788560
doctorate           T 232841 86505 319346 546386 293474 839860 1260250 731390 1991640

%Total/grand Total 17.40 6.98 11.69 24.27 15.59 19.79 32.86 22.80 27.90
8.18 0.69 3.97 16.04 4.21 9.75 26.29 11.73 18.94

12.95 3.86 7.91 20.31 9.94 14.88 29.67 17.29 23.49
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13 - Per capita food expenditure by food category and habitat (1971-72 and 1985-86) (S.L.)

Commodity 1971-----------------------------------------------1972 1985-------------------------------------------------------1986
Urban Rural Total %from food % from total Urban Rural Total %from food % from total

Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure
1-Cereal&there 73.5 80.12 77.66 20.6 10.6 208.5 227 216.1 5.3 2.7
product
2-Legumes(dry) 5.1 5.91 5.45 1.4 0.7 111.9 146.3 126.1 3.1 1.6
3-Meat&Fish& 89.38 44.48 67.49 17.9 9.2 853.3 665 775.4 18.9 9.7
Egg
4-Dairy product 47.44 35.01 41.91 11.1 5.7 694.5 572.7 644.1 15.7 8.1
5-Vegetable oil 34.21 31.59 33.14 8.8 4.5 615.6 726.3 661.4 16.1 8.3
6-Vegetable 49.61 38.97 44.22 11.7 6 543.5 493.1 522.7 12.7 6.6
7-Fruit& crackers 40.91 24.58 33.21 8.8 4.5 377.8 270.5 333.4 8.1 4.2
8-Sugar&sugary 33.87 36.47 35.36 9.4 4.8 256.8 255.1 256.1 6.2 3.2
products
9-Other food com. 20.53 12.34 16.88 4.5 2.3 236.5 198.6 220.8 5.4 2.8
10-Drink&soft drink 18.88 25.04 22.28 5.9 3 205 209.5 206.9 5 2.6
11- Tobacco&other no data no data no data 153.6 145.2 150.1 3.5 1.9
TOTAL 413.43 334.51 377.6 100 51.6 4257 3909.3 4113.1 100 51.7

year 1971-1972 1985-1986 unite
Total Expenditure 732.11 7969 S L

Ex. on food 377.6 4113 S L
Ex. on others 354.51 3856 S L

%of ex. on food 51.57 51.6

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



supply balance for fruits and vegetables Unit : per 000 .T

المادة
product

االنتاج                               production 171 64 110 50 75 95 116 147 152 87.529 115 128.843 0.01637 137.4891 149.1171
العدس استيراد import
lentils تصدير export 32.5 95 35 30 18 0.042 67 28 161 133.588 54.1667 107.529 0.102915 159.1093 259.6606

net export 32.5 95 35 30 18 0.042 67 28 161 133.588 54.1667 107.529 0.102915 159.1093 259.6606
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 138.5 -31 75 20 57 94.96 49 119 -9 -46.059 60.8333 21.3137 -0.13914 11.70528 5.533967
االنتاج production 55 13 36 28 74 55 25 53 46 58.913 34.6667 52.6377 0.061481 66.82592 90.05448

الحمص استيراد import
Chick Peas تصدير export 5.9 19 3 0.005 46 42 12 1 0.173 12.45 4.391 -0.13833 2.420647 1.149851

net export 5.9 19 0 3 0.005 46 42 12 1 0.173 8.3 4.391 -0.08694 3.051793 1.936621
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 49.1 -6 36 25 74 9 -17 41 45 58.74 26.3667 48.2467 0.090153 68.14235 104.919
االنتاج production 70.2 55 51 50 52 45 46 38 46 27 58.7333 37 -0.06388 28.41357 20.42588

فول اخضر استيراد import
Broad Beans تصدير export 0.08 0.251 0.1 3 10 2 4 8 0.1655 4.66667 0.611286 31.45557 341.6339

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 70.12 54.749 51 50 51.9 42 36 36 42 19 58.623 32.3333 -0.08149 23.01353 15.04525
االنتاج production 21.2 12 10 9 10 12 14 16 15 12.149 14.4 14.383 -0.00017 14.37329 14.36117

فول حب استيراد import 0.04 0.1 0.043 0.035
 Beans تصدير export 3.9 2 1 1 2 4 4 7 25 8.563 2.3 13.521 0.287945 37.20471 131.8513

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 17.3 10 9 8 8 8.04 10 9.1 -9.96 3.621 12.1 0.92133 -0.3078 0.211519 0.033614
فاصولياء  االنتاج production 9 59 43 47 39 38 45 36 41 42 37 39.6667 0.009991 41.2759 43.37956
ولويياء استيراد import 0.2
خضراء تصدير export 0.05 0.767 1 2 0.5 8 10 3 2 6 0.60567 3.66667 0.293361 10.26007 37.13202

net export
Haricot& التصنيع I-processing

Gren االستهالك  consumption 8.95 58.233 42 45 38.7 30 35 33 39 36 36.3943 36 -0.00156 35.77659 35.49927
االنتاج production 0.9 0.302 0.3 0.3 0.1 1 1 1.2 0.129 1.1 0.50067 0.80967 0.071081 1.065605 1.502135

بازالء حب استيراد import 0.02 0.3 0.07 0.02 0.076 0.2 0.02 0.09867 0.256088 0.245613 0.767982
Dry peas تصدير export 0.05 0.03 0.2 0.009

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 0.9 0.322 0.3 0.3 0.1 1.25 1.04 1.02 0.196 1.3 0.50733 0.83867 0.074447 1.117712 1.6005
supply balance for fruits and vegetables Unit : per 000 .T

المادة
materia
االنتاج                               production 8.2 5 6 6 9 13 16 11 14 3 6.4 9.33333 0.055378 11.57895 15.16037
بازالء خضراء استيراد import
Green peas تصدير export 0.3 0.179 0.008 2 6 1 3 0.2395 2 0.354175 6.725579 30.62699

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 7.9 4.821 6 6 8.992 11 10 10 11 3 6.24033 8 0.036124 9.220128 11.01021
االنتاج production 661 559 430 428 481 397 426 426.5 409 407 550 414.167 -0.03971 352.1942 287.6015

بندورة استيراد import 0.002 0.001 0.002
Tomato تصدير export 7.1 19 16 30 25 64 93 73 83 108 14.0333 88 0.29988 251.2437 932.4182

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 653.9 540 414 398 456 333 333 353.5 326 299 535.967 326.167 -0.06849 245.5744 172.2315
االنتاج production 62 46 40 34 35 36 40 36 36 40 49.3333 37.3333 -0.03903 31.83677 26.0897

فليفلة خضراء استيراد import
Green تصدير export

net export
Pepper التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 62 46 40 34 35 36 40 36 36 40 49.3333 37.3333 -0.03903 31.83677 26.0897
االنتاج production 209 182 134.5 133 126 148 153 140.9 142 127.4 175.167 136.767 -0.03473 118.7321 99.4954

بازذنجان استيراد import
Eggplant تصدير export 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 0.5 1 0.9 1.33333 0.8 -0.07038 0.597474 0.414816

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 208 181 132.5 130 125 146 150 140.4 141 126.5 173.833 135.967 -0.03449 118.1573 99.13932
االنتاج production 392 322 172 143 157 165 132 142 125 106 295.333 124.333 -0.11626 75.83813 40.88017

خيار وقثاء استيراد import
Cucumbers تصدير export 1.02 6 9 9 8 18 16 3 3 5.34 3 -0.07907 2.157864 1.429396

net export
snake cuc- التصنيع I-processing

umber االستهالك  consumption 390.98 316 163 134 149 147 116 142 122 103 289.993 122.333 -0.116 74.70483 40.32771
supply balance for fruits and vegetables Unit : per 1000 M.T

المادة
materia
االنتاج                               production 100 52 44 46 56 58 70 62 52 48 65.3333 54 -0.02685 48.42985 42.26807
بطيخ اصفر استيراد import 1 0.01 1 0.01 -0.48205 0.00072 2.68E-05
Melons تصدير export 2.4 4 10 23 28 17 21 9 10 17 5.46667 12 0.11887 18.80618 32.97612

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 98.6 48 34 23 28 41 49 53.01 42 31 60.2 42.0033 -0.05012 34.19497 26.44297
االنتاج production 477 129 249.7 217 353 308 293 257.1 201 272 285.233 243.367 -0.02242 222.2631 198.4381

بطيخ احمر استيراد import
water Melons تصدير export 6.2 14 26 29 37 19 12 3 4 6 15.4 4.33333 -0.16569 2.099603 0.848752

التصنيع I-processing
االستهالك  consumption 470.8 115 223.7 188 316 289 281 254.1 197 266 269.833 239.033 -0.01717 223.0386 204.5418

االنتاج production 336 370 398 452 412 361 362 471 439 265.5 368 391.833 0.009005 406.1391 424.7581
بطاطا استيراد import 6.1 7 4 9 8 1 2 6 0.279 5.7 3.1395 -0.08167 2.232813 1.458284

Potatoes تصدير export 10.8 44 109 3 135 67 50 44 29 8.4 54.6 27.1333 -0.09507 18.1956 11.04194
net export

التصنيع I-processing
االستهالك  consumption 331.3 333 293 458 285 295 314 433 410.3 257.1 319.1 366.793 0.020098 397.1816 438.732

االنتاج production 90 75 95 80 108 96 110 143.6 126 108 86.6667 125.867 0.054754 155.7814 203.363
بصل جاف استيراد import
Dry onion تصدير export 1.9 6 30 32 15 6 9 3 2 12.6333 2.5 -0.20661 0.990593 0.311415

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 88.1 69 65 48 93 90 101 143.6 123 106 74.0333 124.2 0.076711 166.9238 241.554
االنتاج production 15 15 12 13 14 17 23 22 22 17 14 20.3333 0.054762 25.16669 32.85473

ثوم جاف استيراد import
Dry garlic تصدير export 0.7 0.793 1 3 3 6 7 4 5 3 0.831 4 0.251682 9.818306 30.16527

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 14.3 14.207 11 10 11 11 16 18 17 14 13.169 16.3333 0.031241 18.47209 21.54356
االنتاج production 179 78 91 75 69 97 100 164 162 135 116 153.667 0.040989 180.4527 220.5938

ملفوف وقرنبط استيراد import
cabbages تصدير export 1.2 1 1 2 4 4 6 3 2 4 1.06667 3 0.159194 5.416834 11.33773

net export
cauliflower التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 177.8 77 90 73 65 93 94 161 160 131 114.933 150.667 0.039432 175.8736 213.393
supply balance for fruits and vegetables Unit : per 000 .T

المادة
materia

االنتاج production 56 50.2 52.7 62.5 40.8 47.5 53.4 66.7 40.2 38.3 52.9667 48.4 -0.0128 45.9695 43.10228
بصل اخضر استيراد import

green onion تصدير export
net export

التصنيع I-processing
االستهالك  consumption 56 50.2 52.7 62.5 40.8 47.5 53.4 66.7 40.2 38.3 52.9667 48.4 -0.0128 45.9695 43.10228
االنتاج production 222 187 422 653 1365 1237 1452 1405 974 1126 277 1168.33 0.228282 2659.251 7434.471

شوندر سكري استيراد import
 Sugar beat تصدير export 0.015 0.006

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 222 187 422 653 1365 1237 1452 1405 974 1126 277 1168.33 0.228282 2659.244 7434.442
االنتاج production 62 50.8 44.9 36.3 30.4 2.2 2.6 3 2.8 2.5 52.5667 2.76667 -0.34337 0.514328 0.062783

خس استيراد import
lettuse تصدير export

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 62 50.8 44.9 36.3 30.4 2.2 2.6 3 2.8 2.5 52.5667 2.76667 -0.34337 0.514328 0.062783
االنتاج production 571 407 423 487 462 354 362 384 540 452 467 458.667 -0.00257 453.9717 448.1705

عنب استيراد import 1 1
Grapes تصدير export 1.4 2 2 6 13 12 17 21 13 20 1.8 18 0.389495 67.09669 347.5256

net export
التصنيع I-processing 136 77 83 152 174 119 123 120 166 147 98.6667 144.333 0.055843 179.3761 235.3758

االستهالك  consumption 434.6 328 338 329 275 223 222 243 361 285 366.867 296.333 -0.03004 262.2969 225.1952
االنتاج production 53.1 36 37 40 46 46 38 48 47 44 42.0333 46.3333 0.014011 48.98519 52.51446

تين استيراد import
Figs تصدير export 3.8 3 5 2 3 8 1 3 4 4 3.93333 3.66667 -0.00998 3.522483 3.350201

net export
التصنيع I-processing 18 16 15 16 16 16 15 21 21 20 16.3333 20.6667 0.034188 23.64111 27.96822

االستهالك  consumption 31.3 17 17 22 27 22 22 24 22 20 21.7667 22 0.001524 22.13445 22.30368
االنتاج production 89 40 73 56 98 62 59 30 83 35 67.3333 49.3333 -0.04346 41.29965 33.07149

مشمش استيراد import
Apricot تصدير export 1.4 0.169 2 1 3 5 5 5 8.7 4.5 1.18967 6.06667 0.262045 15.3904 49.27481

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption
supply balance for fruits and vegetables Unit : per 000 .T

المادة
materia

االنتاج production 206 195 205 215 270 235 224 224 302 356 202 294 0.055079 364.3241 476.3362
تفاح استيراد import 0.1 0.1 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

Apples تصدير export 55.6 3 1 4 4 4 3 6 4 6 19.8667 5.33333 -0.17127 2.515596 0.983317
net export

التصنيع I-processing
االستهالك  consumption 150.5 192 204 211 266 231 221 218 298 350 182.167 288.667 0.067975 375.5269 521.7309
االنتاج production 83.4 54 62 61 63 56 61 62 81 71 66.4667 71.3333 0.010146 74.27264 78.11768

رمان استيراد import
Pomegranates تصدير export 1.3 2 2 2 1.4 5 1 1 0.5 1 1.76667 0.83333 -0.10178 0.542427 0.317135

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 82.1 52 60 59 61.6 51 60 61 80.5 70 64.7 70.5 0.01234 74.04483 78.72755
االنتاج production 29.1 27 19 20 42 36 32 41 40 41 25.0333 40.6667 0.071773 53.65991 75.88644

آرز استيراد import
Cherries تصدير export 0.08 0.146 1 1 3 6 7 6 8 6 0.40867 6.66667 0.490115 32.86915 241.4839

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 29.02 26.854 18 19 39 30 25 35 32 35 24.6247 34 0.047166 40.88283 51.47762
االنتاج production 21.3 16 20 22 24 21.7 17 19 31 19 19.1 23 0.026899 25.57637 29.20639

اجاص استيراد import
Pears تصدير export 0.7 0.896 1 3 4 3 5 3 6 0.86533 4.66667 0.272173 12.22339 40.73076

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 20.6 15.104 19 22 21 17.7 14 14 28 13 18.2347 18.3333 0.000771 18.38995 18.46098
خوخ و جانرك االنتاج production 66.9 47 65 52 75 38 37 26 32 28 59.6333 28.6667 -0.09935 18.86249 11.17831

plums استيراد import
Creen plum تصدير export 1.1 0.518 2 2 5 10 7 4 5 3 1.206 4 0.186827 7.936154 18.68735

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 65.8 46.482 63 50 70 28 30 22 27 25 58.4273 24.6667 -0.1159 15.06979 8.139604
االنتاج production 50.4 58 66 61 68 37 36 21 43 24 58.1333 29.3333 -0.09309 19.84315 12.17369

دراق استيراد import 0.003 0.003
Peaches تصدير export 0.1 0.269 1 1 2 3 3 1 4 2 0.45633 2.33333 0.262531 5.928504 19.01759

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 50.303 57.731 65 60 66 34 33 20 39 22 57.678 27 -0.10276 17.49824 10.17496
supply balance for fruits and vegetables Unit : per 000 .T

المادة
materia

االنتاج production 2.1 2 3 3 4 5 6 5 7 6.6 2.36667 6.2 0.147495 10.74965 21.38689
سفرجل استيراد import

quinces تصدير export 0.03 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.079 0.2
net export

التصنيع I-processing
االستهالك  consumption 2.1 2 3 3 3.97 4.9 5.8 4.9 6.921 6.4 2.36667 6.07367 0.144125 10.40746 20.40383
االنتاج production 23 37.3 12.5 31.5 30.8 27.7 27.9 33.7 55 26.3 24.2667 38.3333 0.067497 49.77865 69.00433

لوز استيراد import
Almonds تصدير export

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 23 37.3 12.5 31.5 30.8 27.7 27.9 33.7 55 26.3 24.2667 38.3333 0.067497 49.77865 69.00433
االنتاج production 17.9 16 13 14 20 14 15 14 24 29 15.6333 22.3333 0.052274 27.38224 35.32752

فستق حلبي استيراد import 0.1 0.205 2 3 4 2 0.31 0.1525 1.155 0.335414 3.673213 15.60006
Pistachios تصدير export 0.1 0.513 1 4 2 9 7 4 10 12 0.53767 8.66667 0.487569 42.43851 309.1328

net export
التصنيع I-processing

االستهالك  consumption 17.9 15.692 12 10 20 8 12 12 14.31 17 15.1973 14.4367 -0.00731 14.01922 13.51434
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المادة year
product reference

I - production 4754 4809 4357 4843 4607 5327 4530 6023 5864 4511 4640 5466 0.023681 6002.438 6747.615
التين المجفف import

Dry Figs export
net export 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
stock variation
consumption 4754 4809 4357 4843 4607 5327 4530 6023 5864 4511 4640 5466 0.023681 6002.438 6747.615
I - production 10606 7763 6289 14137 11859 8458 11391 13590 19445 12740 8219.333 15258.33 0.0924 21728.67 33801.86

الزبيب import 0.09 95 0 0 47.545
Raisin export 15 18 34 38 18 116 245 133 87 16.5 155 0.377141 557.4998 2761.442

net export 0 14.91 -77 34 38 18 116 245 133 87 -20.6967 155
stock variation
consumption 10606 7748.1 6366 14103 11821 8440 11275 13345 19312 12653 8240.03 15103.33 0.090415 21352.11 32915.53
I - production 9055 6620 6366 13588 13436 8880 6300 6713 8586 6195 7347 7164.667 -0.003584 7062.515 6936.871

الدبس import
Treacie export

net export 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
stock variation
consumption 9055 6620 6366 13588 13436 8880 6300 6713 8586 6195 7347 7164.667 -0.003584 7062.515 6936.871

المادة year
material Referans

I-p-public 3588 2659 3052 373 2616 1234 1576 1061 1931 440 3099.667 1144 -0.132721 647.2334 317.581
I-p-private 0.7 60.7 30.7

مربى المشمش I - production 3588 2659 3052 373 2616 1234 1576 1061 1931.7 500.7 3099.667 1164.467 -0.130521 665.5222 330.7173
Apricot import

jam export
net export 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
stock variation
consumption 3588 2659 3052 373 2616 1234 1576 1061 1931.7 500.7 3099.667 1164.467 -0.130521 665.5222 330.7173

I-p-public
I-p-private 4147 47 3122 1751 4935 2533 3177 707 5074 180 2438.667 1987 -0.028837 1767.53 1526.96

قمر الدين I - production 4147 47 3122 1751 4935 2533 3177 707 5074 180 2438.667 1987 -0.028837 1767.53 1526.96
Dried Aprico import

export
net export 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
stock variation
consumption 4147 47 3122 1751 4935 2533 3177 707 5074 180 2438.667 1987 -0.028837 1767.53 1526.96

I-p-public 2196 1147 434 324 2342 2879 1022 2386 1464 353 1259 1401 0.015384 1489.222 1607.353
I-p-private 0 0 0 0 3 7 7 7 8 62 0 25.66667

بازالء معلبة I - production 2196 1147 434 324 2345 2886 1029 2393 1472 415 1259 1426.667 0.018021 1532.319 1675.455
Canned import

Peas export
net export 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
stock variation
consumption 2196 1147 434 324 2345 2886 1029 2393 1472 415 1259 1426.667 0.018021 1532.319 1675.455

I-p-public 6026 5727 3777 4801 3894 5610 5301 6806 7342 7520 5176.667 7222.667 0.048731 8736.816 11083.39
I-p-private 586 586 586 592 598 598 3807 8735 11048 11048 586 10277 0.505601 52808.72 408559

آونسروة متنوعة I - production 6612 6313 4363 5393 4492 6208 9108 15541 18390 18568 5762.667 17499.67 0.171966 33013.42 72990.51
Various import
Canned export

net export 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
stock variation
consumption 6612 6313 4363 5393 4492 6208 9108 15541 18390 18568 5762.667 17499.67 0.171966 33013.42 72990.51

المادة year
material Referans

I-p-public 6997 8970 5933 8048 8827 2256 6969 9057 7313 8313 7300 8227.667 0.017237 8809.77 9595.652
I-p-private 3250 4771 7351 7487 6536.333

رب البندورة I - production 6997 8970 5933 8048 8827 2256 10219 13828 14664 15800 7300 14764 0.105853 22079.71 36515.72
Tomato import 0.12 0 0.015 0 0.012 0 0 0 0.005 0.06 0.001667 -0.400663 0.000215 1.66E-05

Paste export 1239 308 237 176 119 533 157 170 159 773.5 162 -0.200151 66.305 21.70628
net export 0 1238.9 308 237 176 118.99 533 157 170 159 515.6267 161.9983 -0.152445 83.59534 36.56129
stock variation
consumption 6997 7731.1 5625 7811 8651 2137 9686 13671 14494 15641 6784.373 14602 0.115726 22627.81 39122.81

1996 19971989 1990 1991 1992 1993 19941988
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المادة
product

االنتاج production 1317 1277 1331 1370 1351 1244 1227 1414 1509 1610 1308.333 1511 0.020787 1640.609 1818.364
حليب  استيراد import
MILK تصدير export

net export 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000-T التصنيع  I-processing 848 789 847 897 873 751 757 872 927 949 828 916 0.0145336 970.4234 1043.022

االستهالك  consumption 469 488 484 473 478 493 470 542 582 661 480.3333 595 0.0310555 672.4269 783.5294
حليب بودرة االنتاج production
Powder استيراد import 976 3891 5343 6348 7020 10975 6811 6796 6103 2433.5 6570 0.1524422 11588.89 23557.96

milk تصدير export * 60 8 0.45 22.81667
net export 0 -976 -3891 -5343 -6348 -7020 -10975 -6751 -6788 -6102.6 -1622.33 -6547.18 0.2205602 -14530.9 -39362.9

Ton التصنيع  I-processing
االستهالك  consumption 0 976 3891 5343 6348 7020 10975 6751 6788 6102.55 1622.333 6547.183 0.2205602 14530.86 39362.92

Unit :
١٩٩٧-١٩٨٨ 1988-1997

1991

* Powder Milk export it is return back

الوحدة : الف طن         ميزان عرض الحليب supply balance for Milk

years السنوات 1996 1997
reference البيان

1992 1993 1994 19951988 1989 1990 proj 2005avg 88-90 avg 95-97 growth rate proj 2000

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



المادة
product

االنتاج المصنع I - production 13349 12158 12826 13588 13526 8124 9185 11060 11398 12524 12777.67 11660.67 -0.012983 11066.79 10366.79
سمن استيراد import 861 842 2230 3542 7871 4640 4088 3825 5152 851.5 4355 0.262576 11066.72 35506.43

Ghee تصدير export 23 0 94 161 329 235 170 133 161 11.5 154.6667 0.449582 682.9164 4371.002
net export 0 -838 -842 -2136 -3381 -7542 -4405 -3918 -3692 -4991 -560 -4200.33 0.333563 -13284.3 -56028.2

المخزون stock variation
االستهالك  consumption 13349 12996 13668 15724 16907 15666 13590 14978 15090 17515 13337.67 15861 0.025062 17511.81 19818.99

االنتاج المصنع I - production 65527 65046 65236 74823 72243 58098 64136 65512 75014 86524 65269.67 75683.33 0.021372 82363.87 91549.79
جبن استيراد import 1032 1356 406 197 74 132 32.03 18 12 1194 20.67667 -0.439786 2.036552 0.112374

Cheese تصدير export 131 824 313 468 684 727 395 677 1005 477.5 692.3333 0.054505 856.0726 1116.233
net export 0 -901 -532 -93 271 610 595 362.97 659 993 -477.667 671.6567

المخزون stock variation
االستهالك  consumption 65527 65947 65768 74916 71972 57488 63541 65149 74355 85531 65747.33 75011.68 0.019011 80880.45 88866.27

االنتاج المصنع I - production 2779 2412 3523 2931 2911 4044 3217 2947 2894 2781 2904.667 2874 -0.001515 2856.622 2835.047
زبدة استيراد import 100 1232 558 1193 2059 2106 1413 1895 1232 666 1513.333 0.124405 2418.946 4347.512

Butter تصدير export 0 0 0 7 11 21 53 58 48 0 53
net export 0 -100 -1232 -558 -1186 -2048 -2085 -1360 -1837 -1184 -444 -1460.33 0.185406 -2883.5 -6749.24

المخزون stock variation
االستهالك  consumption 2779 2512 4755 3489 4097 6092 5302 4307 4731 3965 3348.667 4334.333 0.037546 5022.86 6039.307

المادة year
material Referans

I-p-public 17673 12211 11152 9627 9783 11757 12200 9195 5723 5143 10996.67 5433 -0.095822 3631.249 2194.454
I-p-praivet 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 10.5 10.5 117 645 1170 1789 9.5 1479.5 1.056832 26479.52 974773.8

لبن I - production 17682.5 12221 11162 9636.5 9793.5 11768 12317 9840 6893 6932 11006.17 6912.5 -0.064287 5299.148 3801.191
Yogurt import

export
net export
stock variation
consumption 17682.5 12221 11162 9636.5 9793.5 11768 12317 9840 6893 6932 11006.17 6912.5 -0.064287 5299.148 3801.191
I-p-public 2030 1874 1941 1842 855 2328 2711 2418 798 853 1885.667 825.5 -0.11131 514.8946 285.4104
I-p-praivet 0 0 0 0 1 28 714 1027 1294 1379 0 1336.5

لبنة I - production 2030 1874 1941 1842 856 2356 3425 3445 2092 2232 1885.667 2162 0.019728 2337.724 2577.598
Labne import

export
net export
stock variation
consumption 2030 1874 1941 1842 856 2356 3425 3445 2092 2232 1885.667 2162 0.019728 2337.724 2577.598
I-p-public 10866 12273 13055 12118 10979 14380 15783 13819 14042 13348 12482 13695 0.013337 14440.36 15429.36
I-p-praivet

حليب معقم I - production
ومبستر import

Sterilised export
net export
stock variation
consumption

1996 19971993 1994
reference البيان

19951989 1990 1991 19921988

Unit : per T
1988-1997

الوحدة : طن    ميزان عرض المنتجات اللبنية

years السنوات

supply balance for dairy products
١٩٩٧-١٩٨٨

1993 1994 19951989 1990 1991 1992 1996 1997

الوحدة : طن    ميزان عرض المنتجات اللبنية supply balance for dairy products Unit : per T
١٩٩٧-١٩٨٨ 1988-1997

1988

proj 2005

avg 88-90 avg 95-97 growth rate proj 2000 proj 2005

avg 88-90 avg 95-97 growth rate proj 2000

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



1 - Number of Agricultural holders and Average are of holding by Mohafazat,(1970-1981-1994)

Mohafazat Number of Agricultural holders Average area of holding
cultivable lands uncultivable lands total area

1970 1981 1994 1970 1981 1994 1970 1981 1994 1970 1981 1994
Damascus 4512 5047 7367 65.6 63.7 29.1 3.8 4.7 0.6 69.4 69 30.1
Da-Rural-area 44392 32371 41492 36.4 35.6 32.5 2 2.7 0.6 38.5 38.8 33.7
Aleppo 95401 85927 96832 137.1 101.6 122.3 5.3 7.5 0.5 142.4 109.5 123.3
Homs 45828 40107 50370 112.5 76.3 80.6 13.2 4.2 1.3 125.7 82.6 83.6
Hama 52706 51063 65909 88.3 65.8 65.7 11.8 6.5 1.6 100.1 73.3 68.5
Latakia 44803 36525 48208 22.4 16 19.7 1.3 1.3 0.1 24.5 46.8 19.8
Deir-er-Zor 30184 29525 42042 90.3 32.1 51.4 4.7 3.7 1.6 95 36 53.1
Idleb 44602 46985 55654 63 47.8 53.6 3.9 1.2 0.7 66.9 51.7 54.6
Al-Hasaeh 50540 55162 61089 357.3 184.9 182.2 11.7 6.1 0.6 369 191.3 182.9
Al-Rakka 26815 21598 27824 213.9 215.8 278.1 6.8 11.3 0.6 220.6 227.6 279.2
Al-Sweida 16820 15792 23286 115.2 54.5 72.9 6.8 4.9 2.3 122 79.8 75.6
Dar'a 27355 20857 30432 125.7 88.6 68.8 6.4 10.7 1.2 132 99.5 70.3
Trrtous 42165 42278 58773 25.6 19.3 18.2 1.3 1.3 0.1 26.9 20.6 18.3
Qunetira 1776 2264 4379 65 39.9 34.8 21.3 10.9 4.9 86.3 62.8 48.8
Total 527899 485501 613657 111.5 75.9 83.2 6.2 5.5 0.9 117.7 84.9 84.7

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



2 - Land use, 1987-1997 (thousand ha)

Year Cultivable Land Uncultivable Land Steppe & Forest Total area
cultivated land Building &arshes & Other Ro- Total pastures
Irrigated Non - Total Fallow Total Un culti- Total public roadLakes cky &San-

irrigated vated dy Land
1987 654 3397 4041 1589 5630 503 6133 423 117 3034 3574 8277 534 18518
1988 650 3647 4297 1263 5560 505 6065 504 122 3053 3679 8231 543 18518
1989 670 4727 5397 106 5503 526 6029 577 136 3069 3782 7989 718 18518
1990 693 4773 5466 160 5626 523 6149 587 136 3054 3777 7869 723 18518
1991 788 4065 4853 723 5576 503 6079 599 137 3036 3772 7936 731 18518
1992 906 4215 5121 433 5554 491 6045 597 140 3022 3759 8059 655 185818
1993 1013 3926 4939 487 5426 513 5939 602 138 3037 3777 8216 586 18518
1994 1082 3770 4852 635 5487 484 5971 606 138 3017 3761 8299 487 18518
1995 1089 3893 4982 520 5502 477 5979 611 139 3009 3759 8287 493 18518
1996 1126 3516 4642 828 5470 478 5948 612 137 2991 3740 8320 510 18518
1997 1168 3636 4804 718 5522 465 5987 611 138 2978 3727 8283 521 18518

%of irri ' non irrig and fallow from total
cultivated land

Year Cultivable Land
cultivated land
Irrigated Non - Fallow

irrigated
1987 0.12 0.6 0.28
1988 0.12 0.66 0.23
1989 0.12 0.86 0.02
1990 0.12 0.85 0.03
1991 0.14 0.73 0.13
1992 0.16 0.76 0.08
1993 0.19 0.72 0.09
1994 0.2 0.69 0.12
1995 0.2 0.71 0.09
1996 0.21 0.64 0.15
1997 0.21 0.66 0.13

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



3 - Cultivable and under crop area by sectors, 1987-1997 (thousand ha)

YEARS Cultivable area Under Crop
Public Cooperative Private Total Public CooperativPrivate Total

1987 134 2035 3964 6133 94 1210 2737 4041
1988 142 2075 3848 6065 76 1267 2954 4297
1989 144 2092 3793 6029 102 1548 3747 5397
1990 83 2224 3842 6149 58 2015 3393 5466
1991 73 2287 3719 6079 58 1935 2860 4853
1992 77 2096 3872 6045 56 2096 2969 5121
1993 71 2370 3498 5939 51 2039 2849 4939
1994 59 2429 3483 5971 43 2058 2751 4852
1995 91 2427 3460 5978 64 2242 2636 4982
1996 94 2427 3427 5948 60 2089 2493 4642
1997 95 2449 3443 5987 60 2277 2467 4804

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



4 - Distribution of land by mohafazat which owned by cooperative by mohafazat, 1997 (donem)
1997

Mohafazat Total area cultivated (under crops ) cultivated(under tree) Number of
irigated non-irigated Total irigated non-irigated Total coop.

Damascus 4579 1448 2082 3530 856 193 1049 59
Da-Rural-area 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Aleppo 43669 1118 36066 37184 180 6305 6485 374
Homs 6475 452 5695 6147 182 146 328 62
Hama 20970 866 19173 20039 13 918 931 109
Latakia 497 0 94 94 308 95 403 35
Deir-er-Zor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Idleb 13511 0 10585 10585 0 2916 2916 105
Al-Hasaeh 13625 713 12860 13573 0 52 52 16
Al-Rakka 12136 1330 10806 12136 0 0 0 75
Al-Sweida 5695 0 3805 3805 0 1890 1890 11
Dar'a 1362 30 1312 1343 20 0 20 8
Trrtous 834 193 450 643 0 191 191 31
Qunetira 0 0 0 0 0 50 50 1
Total 123353 6150 102928 109079 1559 12756 14315 886

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



5 - Average area of holdings in co-operatives by mohafazat (1970, 1981, 1994) (donem)
Total

Mohafazat Average area of holding
cultivable lands uncultivable lands total area

1970 1981 1994 1970 1981 1994 1970 1981 1994
Damascus 65.6 63.7 29.1 3.8 4.7 0.6 69.4 69 30.1
Da-Rural-area 36.4 35.6 32.5 2 2.7 0.6 38.5 38.8 33.7
Aleppo 137.1 101.6 122.3 5.3 7.5 0.5 142.4 109.5 123.3
Homs 112.5 76.3 80.6 13.2 4.2 1.3 125.7 82.6 83.6
Hama 88.3 65.8 65.7 11.8 6.5 1.6 100.1 73.3 68.5
Latakia 22.4 16 19.7 1.3 1.3 0.1 24.5 46.8 19.8
Deir-er-Zor 90.3 32.1 51.4 4.7 3.7 1.6 95 36 53.1
Idleb 63 47.8 53.6 3.9 1.2 0.7 66.9 51.7 54.6
Al-Hasaeh 357.3 184.9 182.2 11.7 6.1 0.6 369 191.3 182.9
Al-Rakka 213.9 215.8 278.1 6.8 11.3 0.6 220.6 227.6 279.2
Al-Sweida 115.2 54.5 72.9 6.8 4.9 2.3 122 79.8 75.6
Dar'a 125.7 88.6 68.8 6.4 10.7 1.2 132 99.5 70.3
Trrtous 25.6 19.3 18.2 1.3 1.3 0.1 26.9 20.6 18.3
Qunetira 65 39.9 34.8 21.3 10.9 4.9 86.3 62.8 48.8
Total 111.5 75.9 83.2 6.2 5.5 0.9 117.7 84.9 84.7

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



6 - Land holders in cooperative, no. of parcels, and area of the  holdings by land use and size class, 1994 (done
1994

Holding total No. of No. of Total area Cultivable Land Unculti- Steppe & Forest
Area classes Holders Parcels Cultivated Uncultivat-Total cult- vable Pastures

Irrigated Non- irri Fallow ed ivable
1 3610 4102 4733 2602 1769 54 124 4548 28 6 150
2 19670 34981 66585 29597 33434 1148 1400 65580 509 179 317
5 35460 88450 250115 101041 135012 5957 4722 246731 2340 515 529

10 57354 184288 803521 307799 439613 26238 16496 790145 10167 1928 1281
20 74697 266957 2112645 856580 1095538 86823 41032 2079974 25150 6025 1496
40 37408 146121 1787427 576345 1032158 106131 38348 1752982 25386 8032 1026
60 40551 159314 3038633 799992 1914905 209476 59632 2984005 36967 16235 1425

100 26204 103385 3128939 642703 2094959 267288 57232 3062182 38986 26509 1263
150 15825 62977 2634797 530690 1800712 211860 44501 2587763 29136 17049 849
200 16814 67859 3931369 670584 2762563 363934 64825 3861907 43116 25317 1029
300 11497 51663 4153096 648644 2935153 405885 72050 4061733 57064 33161 1138
500 4409 19982 2794958 390763 2013909 266489 56876 2728036 38895 27855 170

1000 1396 5311 1868498 215079 1372085 159107 69063 1815334 28239 24717 209
3000 195 1059 1069670 140148 853720 34472 24975 1053316 6937 9270 150

Total 345090 1196449 27644986 5912567 18485530 2144862 551276 27094236 342920 196798 11032

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



7 - Total land holders, no. of parcels, and area of the  holdings by land use and size class, 1994 (donem)

Holding totaNo. of No. of Total area Cultivable Land Unculti- Steppe & Forest
Area classesHoldings Parcels Cultivated Uncultivat Total cult- vable Pastures

Irrigated Non- irri Fallow ed ivable
1 8749 9887 11572 6225 4319 149 348 1141 78 19 434
2 39847 65763 134683 58834 67995 2404 3545 132778 993 323 589
5 61851 138904 438483 171608 241738 9926 10040 433312 3543 800 828
10 91421 263496 1294481 472129 732023 41886 29374 1275412 14083 3011 1975
20 111034 365163 3171613 1174233 1749544 135220 66967 3125964 34246 8995 2408
40 58133 207553 2824878 841491 1702128 173576 59900 2777095 33978 12191 1614
60 64454 233754 4927338 1242126 3189382 326600 92347 4850455 51790 22875 2218
100 43340 156477 5303319 1171651 3541105 411095 88301 5212152 55242 34117 1808
150 25018 92375 4274339 930207 2894625 319926 65801 4210559 39856 22588 1336
200 26979 101704 6490198 1248328 4519243 528364 95988 6391923 61147 35418 1710
300 19175 79229 7226375 1304018 5087536 593739 110601 7095894 81188 47554 1739
500 8066 33679 5428245 878000 3954359 401832 86901 5321092 61873 44282 998
1000 2461 9480 3656269 520930 2733540 239333 95284 3589087 36339 30577 266
3000 306 1510 1693667 218799 1348345 64230 33448 1664822 12212 15650 983
Total 560834 1758974 46875460 10238579 31765882 3248280 838845 46081686 486568 278400 18906

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



8 - Land holders in cooperative, no. of parcels, and area of the  holdings by land use and size class, 
1994 (% on total holders values)
Holding total No. of No. of Total area Cultivable Land Unculti- Steppe & Forest
Area classes Holders Parcels Cultivated Uncultivat-Total cult- vable Pastures

Irrigated Non- irri Fallow ed ivable
1 41.26 41.49 40.90 41.80 40.96 36.24 35.63 398.60 35.90 31.58 34.56
2 49.36 53.19 49.44 50.31 49.17 47.75 39.49 49.39 51.26 55.42 53.82
5 57.33 63.68 57.04 58.88 55.85 60.01 47.03 56.94 66.05 64.38 63.89

10 62.74 69.94 62.07 65.19 60.05 62.64 56.16 61.95 72.19 64.03 64.86
20 67.27 73.11 66.61 72.95 62.62 64.21 61.27 66.54 73.44 66.98 62.13
40 64.35 70.40 63.27 68.49 60.64 61.14 64.02 63.12 74.71 65.88 63.57
60 62.91 68.15 61.67 64.41 60.04 64.14 64.57 61.52 71.38 70.97 64.25

100 60.46 66.07 59.00 54.85 59.16 65.02 64.81 58.75 70.57 77.70 69.86
150 63.25 68.18 61.64 57.05 62.21 66.22 67.63 61.46 73.10 75.48 63.55
200 62.32 66.72 60.57 53.72 61.13 68.88 67.53 60.42 70.51 71.48 60.18
300 59.96 65.21 57.47 49.74 57.69 68.36 65.14 57.24 70.29 69.73 65.44
500 54.66 59.33 51.49 44.51 50.93 66.32 65.45 51.27 62.86 62.90 17.03

1000 56.72 56.02 51.10 41.29 50.19 66.48 72.48 50.58 77.71 80.84 78.57
3000 63.73 70.13 63.16 64.05 63.32 53.67 74.67 63.27 56.80 59.23 15.26

Total 61.53 68.02 58.98 57.75 58.19 66.03 65.72 58.80 70.48 70.69 58.35

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



9 - Agricultural holdings , no. of parcels and total area by land use, mohafazat  and agr. settlement zones, 1994.(donem)
Mohafazat& No. of No. of Total area Cultivable Land Unculti- Steppe & Forest
Agr.Stabili. Holdings Parcels Cultivated Uncultivat Total cult- vable Pastures
Zones Irrigated Non- irri Fallow ed ivable
Total Country 560836 1758974 46875460 10238579 31765882 3248280 838845 46091586 486568 278400 18906
First 302288 1038163 14725692 3341562 10173664 670180 252908 14438314 139802 139558 8018
Second 125517 393251 16920495 3008682 12182810 1315993 221849 16729334 142517 44087 4557
Third 34683 103050 5427612 756569 3802357 680686 83896 5323508 69493 33144 1467
Forth 27974 74535 4096514 735844 2892917 315182 73458 4017401 46089 31745 1278
Fifth 70374 149973 5705155 2395925 2714136 266240 206735 5583036 88666 29865 3588

Damascus 6606 14426 198683 59044 99326 12003 21597 191970 3825 2343 545
Third 1220 2563 39322 12557 19478 1108 4557 37700 1091 355 176
Forth 5386 11863 159361 46487 79848 10895 17040 154270 2734 1987 369
Damascus-Rural 36249 101184 1220408 455509 428425 129562 163775 1177271 23340 16265 3532
First 7372 27827 235789 76119 82568 16890 50222 225799 6803 3036 151
Second 6088 21298 240077 60100 115614 27382 24901 227997 6630 5062 388
Third 4693 11715 148599 54383 58280 15818 16743 145224 2044 1098 233
Forth 7241 18666 18/8913 55197 96251 18188 14372 184008 2619 1792 494
Fifth 10855 21679 407031 209710 75713 51284 57537 394244 5245 5276 2266
Homs 45254 146167 3781953 513383 2597327 404451 132220 3647381 60611 71270 2691
First 28528 95815 1166801 272561 724873 70986 28737 1097157 28880 39449 1315
Second 8062 22162 817053 95804 607188 89462 12771 805225 6831 4559 438
Third 4134 13810 583116 53538 389492 101884 8475 553389 14066 14802 859
Forth 2275 9709 534933 17890 404803 89595 8428 520716 4984 9233 0
Fifth 2255 4670 680054 73591 470971 52525 73809 670896 5851 3228 79
Hama 59604 185738 4082410 1017217 2438955 410884 47719 3914775 94137 72769 729
First 40314 128669 1449279 767149 558146 52832 14705 1392832 21583 34370 494
Second 14410 41103 1473381 183919 1098489 147928 15772 1446108 17019 10116 138
Third 3398 11250 759362 49606 512797 152464 10678 725545 24856 8954 7
Forth 1284 4118 355237 15883 240946 51292 5225 313346 28863 12938 90
Fifth 197 598 45148 660 28577 6367 1339 36943 1816 6389 0
Tartous 57378 276395 1052252 209916 791932 33499 11290 1046637 3396 397 1822
First 57378 276395 1052252 209916 791932 33499 11290 1046637 3396 397 1822
Lattakia 46811 155723 927517 299371 559265 31163 31239 921038 4466 830 1183
First 46811 155723 927517 299371 559265 31163 31239 921038 4466 830 1183
Idleb 52757 162186 2882347 378608 2334719 86287 30652 2830266 40086 11094 901
First 44237 136114 1827763 299322 1457411 29270 18617 1804620 17652 4827 664
Second 6756 20586 779837 53557 672341 27936 5988 759822 17197 2581 237
Third 1764 5486 274744 25728 204966 29081 6047 265822 5236 3686 0

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)



10 - Agricultural holdings , no. of parcels and total area by land use, mohafazat  and agr. settlement zones, 1994.(donem) (follows)
Mohafazat& No. of No. of Total area Cultivable Land Unculti- Steppe & Forest
Agr.Stabili. Holdings Parcels Cultivated Uncultivat- Total cult- vable Pastures
Zones Irrigated Non- irri Fallow ed ivable

Aleppo 88051 293345 10765258 1698961 8506381 389964 89243 10684549 45236 31444 4029
First 38182 121328 3068103 454441 2502143 47003 36891 3040478 14512 11881 1232

Second 36867 129033 5480597 875725 4373474 157308 34546 5441053 23561 13316 2657
Third 10475 32506 1620926 262575 1197947 138724 12386 1611632 5216 3946 132
Forth 2588 10479 595639 106221 432817 46928 5420 591386 1946 2299 8

Al-Rakka 23528 46036 6568552 1428997 4854660 210611 47776 6542053 13966 11308 1225
Second 4375 8569 2568185 495245 2008437 55898 4412 2563992 2199 1672 322
Third 1666 3339 974829 112219 800087 54607 5226 972139 2649 2 39
Forth 3902 9292 1212516 218775 916490 54804 16972 1207041 2820 2502 153
Fifth 13585 24837 1813027 602758 1129655 45303 21168 1798884 6299 7133 711
Deir-ezzor 38618 89697 2052060 1167537 699526 75342 41766 1984171 62862 4630 397
Forth 1214 1709 377104 106403 267494 1960 1174 377031 73 0 0
Fifth 37403 87988 1674956 1061134 432032 73382 40592 1607140 62789 4630 397
Al-Hasakeh 52042 92518 9517048 2700880 6189199 544440 46098 9480617 31126 4854 451
First 23574 42718 4055191 875405 2880367 287883 5333 4049088 5236 707 160
Second 15620 26314 3101512 1050033 1883116 130284 21912 3085345 15841 209 117
Third 3163 6312 658483 160719 429943 63556 2317 556535 1914 27 7
Forth 3686 7323 625711 166929 427095 25238 4247 623509 1467 702 33
Fifth 6000 9851 1076154 447795 568678 37379 12290 1066142 6667 3210 135
AI-Swida 22013 88519 1664486 11992 1059252 409447 123944 1604190 51504 7859 933
First 5748 18709 337350 3447 235600 49280 38533 326860 7957 1827 706
Second 15494 65341 1241360 7602 775571 330556 82787 1196516 38648 5979 227
Third 752 4400 82714 935 46558 28089 2180 77762 4899 53 0
Forth 19 68 3052 8 1522 1522 0 3052 0 0 0
Dara 28086 93650 1975042 282799 1103885 504365 41831 1932880 33130 8798 234
First 6306 21476 418202 69466 278338 45012 7201 400017 10434 7694 57
Second 17845 58845 1218493 186696 648579 349239 18762 1203276 14591 592 34
Third 3417 11669 285519 24310 142809 95356 15287 277762 7523 220 14
Forth 441 1309 44044 2049 25651 14759 581 43040 582 292 130
Fifth 78 350 8784 276 8508 0 0 8784 0 0 0
Quneitra 3838 13390 187444 14365 103021 6262 10140 133788 18883 34539 234
First 3838 13390 187444 14365 103021 6262 10140 133788 18883 34539 234

Final and Cleared Oct 2000
Marketing (Daniele Rama)


